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The ancients  attributed  directly  to  divine source everything which 
to the  human senses  seemed  perfect-the perfume of flowers, the sweet- 
smelling early  morning  air,  the  tang of the sea, the  mysterious  scent of 
strange  herbs.  These  pleasing  odors were  associated  with the  divine 
being of the gods.  Even the soul was thought to have  a  fragrance of its 
own far  superior  to  anything else  which man could  ever smell. In  the 
sacred  temples,  herbalists would  mix secret  potions and  compound  rare 
incenses  which  were thought to approach  the divine fragrance of the soul. 

It was believed that  an  inhalation of the scented fumes would lift the 
soul to greater heights. It is  known that  rare incenses will aid in  pro- 
ducing  harmony of the senses, and  for this reason,  the Rosicrucians have 
had especindfy prepared an incense that is soothing and most helpful for 
meditation purposes. 

Rosicrucian incense is of India Moss Rose scent, It is longburning 
"half  a brickette is sufficient for the  average sanctum period. One box 
of twelve (12) large brickettes  for  only 654.. Three boxes (36 trrickettes) 
$1.65. 



BIRTHPLACE OF A RELIGION 

Gautama Buddha, according to  legend, received his  Great  Enlightenment.  For a  considerable time  the  temple 
The entrance  to the  great pagodalike temple at Bodh Gaya,  India, It was beneath  the bo tree at this  site  that 

property was owned privately  by  the Hindus Recently it was acquired by  the  Maha Bodhi  Society, the  re- 
nowned Buddhist organization devoted to the restoration  and dissemination of Buddhist literature  and teachings. 
The temple is a monument to ancient art as well as a historical  and religious landmark. 

(Photo by AMORC) 



I,;:;] Did The Ancients Possess ? I 1 
E VERY  important discovery relating to mind  power, 

sound thinking and  cause  and  effect, as applied to self- 
advancement,  was  known  centuries  ago,  before the masses 
could read and write. 

Much  has  been  written about the wise  men of old. A 
popular fallacy  has it that  their  secrets of personal  power 
and  successful  living  were  lost to the world.  Knowledge of 
nature's  laws,  accumulated through the  ages,  is  never lost. 
At times the great  truths possessed  by the sages  were  hidden 
from  unscrupulous  men in high  places, but never  destroyed. 

Why Were Their Secrets 
Closely Guarded? 

Fundamental Laws of Nature 
Your habits,  accomplishments  and  weaknesses  are the effects 
of causes.  Your thoughts and  actions  are  governed  by  fun- 
damental  laws.  Example: The law of compensation is as 
fundamental  as the laws of breathing,  eating  and  sleeping. 
All fixed  laws  of nature  are as  fascinating to study as  they 
are  vital to understand  for  success in life. 

You  can learn to find  and  follow  every  basic  law of life. 
You  can  begin at any time to discover  a whole new  world 
of  interesting  truths. You  can start at once to awaken  your 
inner powers of self-understanding and self-advancement. 
You  can learn from one of the world's  oldest  institutions, 
first  known in America  in 1694. Enjoying the high  regard  of 

Only recently, as time is measured; not than twenty hundreds  of  leaders,  thinkers  and  teachers, the order  isknown 
generations ago, less than I,looth of of the earth,s as the Rosicrucian  Brotherhood. Its complete name  is the 
people were thought capable of receiving basic knowledge "Ancient  and  Mystical Order Rosae  Crucis," abbreviated 
about the laws of life, for it is an elementary  truism that by the initials  "AMORC." The teachings of the  Order are 
knowledge is power and power be entrusted not sold,  for it is not a  commercial  organization, nor is it a 
to the ignorant and  the  unworthy. religious  sect. It is  a  non-profit  fraternity,  a brotherhood 

nor recognized  when  right  within  reach.The  average  person 
absorbs  a  multitude  ofdetails  about  things, but goes through 
life without ever  knowing  where  and how  to acquire mas-  Sincere men and women, in search ofthe truth-those who 
tery  of the fundamentals  of the inner mind-  that  mysterious  wish to fit in with the ways of the world-are invited to 
silent something which  "whispers" to you from within, write for  a  complimentary  copy ofthe sealed  booklet,"The 

Mastery of Life." It tells how to contact the 
...................... :.:i.: .............. librarian of the archives of AMORC for 

:::::.Bi(i.iiii':i(~~~~~~~~~~~~::~:,,,, this  rare  knowledge. This booklet is not 

I:::: it sent without request. It is  therefore 

Wisdom is not readily  attainable  by the general  public; in the sense' 

Not For General Distribution 

.................... .i:.:...:.:.:l.:.:.+::: ............... :::::: :: ................................. 
.. \.:..I.........\...(.I.(....\.../ ..... .................................. ................ :.).( ........ :.:.:.>:.:.:.:.: ....... intended  for  general  distribution, nor is 

:.:.:: 

suggested  that  you write for your  copy 
the Scribe  whose address  is  given in I 

to 
:he 

~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  
............................ i, coupon. The initial  step  is  for you to take. :::.:...:.>>.. .:....:.:....:.:.:C:: 

;s:..cK.:::.. 
...................... - - - " - - - -" - - - - - - I 

Scribe S. P. C. 
Rosicrucian Order (AMORC) 
San  Jose,  California 

Please  send  copy of the Sealed  Booklet, "The Mastery of Life," 1 . . .  - . . . . . .  d. 
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THOUGHT OF THE  MONTH 
HOW IMPORTANT  ARE  PICTURES? 

ou have  heard variations 
of the old adage “A pic- 
ture is worth a thousand 
words.” To a great ex- 
tent that is true.  Any 
object we look upon im- 
mediatelyengenders some 
meaning of itself in our 
minds. Hold  a photograph 

of a  common pencil before you; you 
will have a varied response  to the ex- 
perience.  However,  if  you endeavor to 
describe what  appears in  the photo- 
graph, you may find it difficult. The 
impressions  you  receive as you  look at 
the photograph of the pencil are a  com- 
posite. They  are  made  up of many ele- 
ments, The ideas are synthesized simul- 
taneously by  your  mind, or in succes- 
sion, so rapidly that you are not  aware 
of their original separateness. 

When you  begin  to  describe the pen- 
cil,  you are compelled  to start  at some 
point. What aspect of it  shall you  re- 
late  first? Shall you  describe its size, 
its dimensions? Shall you liken its 
color  to  some other object? Would it 
be  best  to  set forth  what  you conceive 
the purpose of the pencil to be? To 
form words  sufficiently succinct and 
descriptive for another to “mentally 
see,”  or  to have the same idea of the 
pencil which  you  have, requires a num- 
ber of factors. First, analysis is  neces- 
sary.  What do  you see? Second, what 
words represent your ideas? Third, the 
order of the description must be such 
that the  mental  picture  formed has 
continuity. The ideas must compose  a 
single, integrated object in  the  mind of 
your listener, and not several unrelated 
qualities or  objects. Consequently, un- 
less  you are very apt, it  may easily take 
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a thousand words for you to describe 
the pencil, which you  seem so easily 
to  comprehend immediately  from  the 
photograph. 

Psychologically, then,  there is nor- 
mally an excellent reason for our  pref- 
erence of pictures or objects,  scenes and 
events,  to  word  descriptions of them. It  
is much easier for us to derive ideas 
from pictures. But herein lie certain 
dangers to our learning. Whose  idea 
are we getting  when we look at a  pic- 
ture?  We  are forming ideas based en- 
tirely  on our own perception, our own 
experiences, our own particular  angle 
of observation. Are we seeing in the 
picture  what  another observer with per- 
haps a keener sense of analysis than 
our own might see? It is  common 
knowledge that no two people  perceive 
exactly alike. Two witnesses  to an ac- 
cident will often relate differently what 
occurred. A man  with limited knowl- 
edge and experience, who has not been 
trained to reason, will always get an 
understanding of a picture which he 
sees but most likely a limited one. Is 
it not possible that a picture of an event 
or  an object may contain something of 
importance  which  the person limited 
in experience or  unaccustomed to rea- 
soning might not observe? How many 
times have we  all responded with  the 
phrase, “I never  thought of that,”  when 
another  thoroughly explained some- 
thing to us? How much, therefore, are 
we not thinking about that perhaps we 
should, when we “learn”  from pictures? 

Visuctl Edaecction 

If a picture, as in a magazine  or 
book, has visual perspicuity, if it is 
quite distinct in all its details, there 



is no effort of concentration; in fact, 
we are  hardly conscious of any mental 
effort. To listen  to or read  a descrip- 
tion of the same  picture does require 
concentration. We must reason  or  look 
carefully so as not to omit  words, and 
we must  be  certain  that we have  a cor- 
respondin understanding of them. This 
effort i nckes  persons to prefer in- 
struction by pictures  instead of by 
words. It causes them, however, to 
sacrifice the development of their pow- 
er of concentration. It likewise  causes 
no  stimulation of their reasoning  pow- 
ers  and rovides them with no original 
ideas. Antinual instruction  by  visual 
means  inhibits  the power of thought  as 
used in abstraction.  Words  have ar- 
ticular meanings. We  must  think  atout 
them,  evaluate  them, and  that causes 
mental  stimulation. Conversely, pic- 
tures  have any meaning  we  may  wish 
to  fit to them. The meanings  we  arbi- 
trarily provide may satisf us, but  are 
they  the proper ones? J o  they con- 
stitute an enhghtened  understanding? 

Let us use an analogy. If an aborig- 
ine were  shown  a  picture of the moon 
in  the heavens, he would immediately 
derive some ideation  from what  he saw. 
To  him it might  mean,  with  his rimi- 
tive understanding,  a silver disE sus- 
pended by  an invisible cord in the  night 
sky. On the  other hand, if he would 
have described to  him in simple,  com- 
prehensive  words the astronomical facts 
regarding the moon, he would  be gain- 
ing advanced  ideas constituting  a new 
knowledge which he could never  obtain 
from  the photograph. 

Today  we  are constantly being told 
by some  groups of educators that visual 
education is most important. It has 
been  advocated, in some circles? that 
texts should be reduced to  a llllllllllum 
and more and more photogra hs added. 
“Tell it with pictures” is &e slogan. 
If this is carried to the extreme, which 
there is every  indication it may be, 
there is a  probability that  it will create 
a  generation of extroverts, unable  to 
image  adequately,  unable  to  resort to 
abstraction, to formulate ideas which 
are not  first objectified in some form  as 
a  picture. We must  not forget that 
philosophic thought, deductive  reason- 
ing,  starts  with  a  general idea from 
within  the  mind.  The greatest con- 
tibutors to our cultural  advancement, 

those  who eventually created or  in- 
vented  something which  had  not ex- 
isted before,  began with speculation and 
finally converted the general idea into 
a  particular  thing. If the  reality  must 
first exist as  a picture or  a photograph 
to be  seen  before  one can give it  any 
thought, great  new contributions to  the 
advancement of knowledge will be con- 
siderably less. 

Manufacturers of motion-  icture 
equipment and producers of &ms are 
placing great emphasis on  visual edu- 
cation. They  particularly stress the 
point that classes are “more  attentive” 
than when  instructed  from textbooks 
or orally. Some of this  attentiveness 
may be due to  the  entertainment  value 
of motion pictures and  the psychological 
factor that something is moving, and 
our attention is always  arrested  more 
easily  by motion.  Again, by  highly 
dramatizing  certain historical events 
which move the student emotionally, 
those aspects will be well remembered. 
However, the student’s mind  still  re- 
mains passive. It is being  played  upon, 
but it is not  exerting  its power of ra- 
tionalization and imagination. Any kind 
of instruction which requires  a mini- 
mum of mental exertion will be more 
acceptable to  the majority,  but  has it 
value to them? 

In my opinion visual education must 
be kept merely  as an adjunct  to  oral 
textbook instruction. It should never 
attempt  to su plant abstraction  or the 
original thougEt of the student.  Pictures 
should be used for  instruction on1 
where simple ideas are to  be presented: 
By simple ideas I mean  where  the com- 
plete  meaning exists entire1 in  what 
is seen and  mirrors an actua 9 object. If 
the picture is complex and requires the 
individual  unguidedly  to  form conclu- 
sions, as to  its  meaning, confusion is 
apt  to result. The student  then  has  no 
criterion to determine  whether  or  not 
his conception of what  he sees is right. 
He is left to be his own instructor as 
well as being a student. 

Publishers are deluging the  market 
with pictorial  periodicals. They try to 
explain  by  their photogra  hs all world 
events, olitics,  philosopEy, religious 
ideas an8  social trends. The text is re- 
duced to such a  minimum  that  the  read- 
er must  draw an opinion merely  from 
what he sees, and as stated, no two 
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people  see a picture alike. These pub- transmit specific ideas to the minds of 
lications are becoming increasingly pop- his fellows. To use  complex pictures 
ular because no concentration and a now, from which  one must assume the 
modicum of thought is required. Re- ideas intended, is a retrogression in the 
member, man evolved from  his  earl process of learning. 
{ecame letters of the  alphabet so as  to the absence of the  Imperator) 

icture-writing whici (Reprinted from Rosicrucian Fomm during 

U A U  

Cosmic Energy and the Self 
By ROBERT H. BARMETTLER, P. R. C. 

VERYTHING in this uni- 
verse is made  up of en- 
ergy. Assuming  various 
forms, in accordance with 
a  vibratory  or Cosmic 
keyboard of many oc- 
taves, this field of energy 
surrounding us and in 
which we exist manifests 

in its lowest key  as the sense of touch. 
Running  the  gamut  from zero to over 
four  and one-half quintillion (4,500,- 
000,000,000,000,000) v ibra t ions   per  
second, it embraces all of creation. In 
its  upward  spiral are encountered such 
manifestations as touch,  sound,  mag- 
netic  frequenc electricity, light, heat, 
red, violet, an BI ultraviolet rays, X rays 
and actinic  rays. The higher  vibra- 
tions be  ond this point infuse  and ac- 
tivate aly conscious life, and  the  human 
being may  cultivate conscious aware- 
ness even of the Divine. 

Emanating  from  the Source of all 
life this force functions in accordance 
with natural laws. Man has many 
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names  for it, such as attraction,  re- 
pulsion, adhesion,  cohesion, gravity, 
and magnetism. They  are  but labels 
and designate the various manifesta- 
tions of this one  power.  Regardless of 
descriptive terms it remains  the  prime 
energy in  all  animate  and so-called 
inanimate creation. Rocks, trees, in 
fact  all forms,  when this force is re- 
moved, crumble  into  a  dust so fine that 
particles pass  unseen into  the atmos- 
phere. It is the one and only  medium 
used by  nature  in  all  her creative 
work. 

Man has access to and lives in this 
vast  ocean of pulsating  Divine  vibra- 

not only  surround  but 
pass tion% throug Thei: him, impregnating  every 
cell and fiber of his being,  provided he 
does  not  build up barriers to obstruct 
them.  These  barriers are  the tensions 
created  through misdirected  thoughts 
and actions. To destroy them, we must 
pattern, build and direct, our  thinking 
into constructive channels. Only 
through good thoughts, good  words, and 



good  deeds can the  free flow  of  Cosmic 
or Divine energy be maintained. It is 
in our  inner consciousness,  which is 
our real Self, that this  must  take place. 
Not  until  man  arrives at a  stage of 
development embracing an understand- 
ing  and use of these higher vibrations 
infusing all conscious life  will he 
reach  his  proper  maturity. 

In the  vanguard of the  illuminated 
ones  down through the centuries, stand 
such figures as Gautama  the Buddha, 
Jesus the Christ, Paul,  and Mohammed. 
They warned  mankind  that  the five 

hysical  senses and three dimensions 
%ut  marked  a  state of body  bondage. 
Their message for the most part fell 
on  deaf ears. Man lacked the  under- 
standing  and confidence  necessary to 
heed their teachings. As a result  hu- 
manity passing and repassing  between 
the two eternities continues its endless 
search for truth  and knowled e. 

Man’s normal  state shoul 8 be one 
of perfection-physically, mental ly ,  

thm is established 
ing one into  a  plane of consciousness 
above and beyond  everyda strife  and 
discord. This  state  or codt ion  is not 
to be found outside the Self. The more 
we  seek it in the  outer world, the more 
it eludes us, although some may con- 
tribute  to it through love,  music, liter- 
ature,  and science. We  in  turn can 
serve  these ideals. When  the soul 
is free it senses  more than  material 
life  can know or recognize. Then 
across worlds it can seize truth, health, 
and happiness through senses ethereal. 

Man alone  cannot carry his physical 
burdens up  the steey heiahts to happi- 
ness and peace.  On y w en he  stum- 
bles  over the rock of Knowledge will 
he lose the things that  retard  his prog- 
ress. They  are  the real cause of the 
tensions that bedevil and confuse him 
erecting  barriers to the  free flow of 
life-giving forces. So long as he con- 
tinues to use  negative patterns in his 
thinking so long will he be bound with 
fetters of steel. By a process  of trans- 
mutation,  changing criticism int.0 tol- 
erance  and  tolerance  into love, he can 
gain  his freedom. He becomes  kind, 
charitable, considerate, and  understand- 
ing. With this  change comes a realiza- 
tion of his oneness with  the Cosmic, 

and spiritually.  Through  the 
blending of these 

carrying  him  into  a  plane of existence 
where all is peace and harmony. It is 
on this  plane  that  the soul and subjec- 
tive mind of man function  free  from 
material  limitation and  error.  Through 
the ages, man has longed for this  state 
realizing  intuitively that  it marks  the 
final step in his evolution, the goal of 
all his striving and  yearning. Once at- 
tained, joy and happiness re lace  suf- 
fering and misery.  All $is is in 
accordance with the promise and teach- 
ings of the Christ. 

This desired state is attained  throu  h 
meditation and  attunement  with t fl e 
one  source of all life and conscious- 
ness. A few minutes each day spent 
in quiet contemplation  removed from 
the stress and  strain of everyday living, 
coupled with  a deep and sincere de- 
sire to adjust ourselves to a  new  way 
of life, will start  and  carry  forward 
the impulse that eventually  lifts us 
above and beyond material life. We 
must realize the  fundamental  truth 
that  man is a  dual being consisting of 
a body and soul living in both a  ma- 
terial  and  spiritual world.  However, 
environment  must  not  be neglected if 
we  would round  out  the  normal per- 
fection which is our  birthright. Man 
must  purge himself of all negative de- 
structive moods replacing  them  with 
positive constructive attitudes  toward 
the Cosmic, his fellow man,  and  en- 
vironment.  Surrounded  by  a field of 
radiating  energy,  his  every  thought is 
impressed  upon it and  later realized as 
a concrete manifestation of  good or evil. 
The basic laws of the universe are  no 
respectors of ersons in  the culmina- 
tion of rewar : s and punishments for 
our thoughts, actions, or  deeds. Here 
we witness the  perfect operation of the 
law of cause and effect. 

Unfortunately many  are prone to 
become a bit weary  with  the  reitera- 
tion of what  has come to be considered 
by them  as trite preachment. However, 
the things and conditions  we  spend 
most of our  time  thinking about are 
the things and conditions that materi- 
alize and  manifest themselves in our 
life and environment. We cannot ex- 
pect to attain  our goal of perfection 
until we  accept this truth of the Di- 
vinity of  Self and govern  ourselves 
accordingly. 
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By RITCHIE CALDER 
(Reprinted from Courier, Jan. 1953, a UNESCO Publication-Paris,  France.) 

T ABINDA is nineteen training school  staffed 
and  very lovely. by international sister- 

Babanda  claims to be tutors of WHO and 
a  hundred  years old equipped  by  Unicef, 
and is as u ly as a she wore a burqua or 
witch. Like ctaracters hood which covered 
in a fable, these two her   head  and  face.  
are wrestling  together Through  its lace visor 
for the lives of the she  glimpsed  the 
mothers  and  infants of world. 
the  Punjab. Her  father  has  three 

Behind  Tabinda  are , wives, of whom her 
the forces of new en- mother  was  the fist ,  
lightenment and mod- and  three families. He 
ern  science; behind * is a  Moslem tradition- 
Babanda is dark su er alist but  her  mother is 
stition and  the bLck not. When he took a 
arts of spells and po- girl as his third wife, 
tions. One is  the  tram- she moved Tab inda  
ed maternity nurse; and  her elder sister 
the  other  is  a dm‘, or awa  to   give  her  
traditional  midwife. dauggiers the  advan- 

Babanda lives in the tages which purdah 
dim, cavelike recesses had  denied her. One 
of a back-street hovel in Lahore; it just has  graduated as a doctor; Tabinda  is 
needs  the  flapping of bats’  wings to qualifying  as  a nurse, to go out  into  the 
complete the picture. There she  crouch- 
es, a toothless  crone, her  white  hair *%n Tabinda raised her burqua for 
yellowed by smoke and fith, hanging in  the  last  time  and unveiled her beauty, 
wisps about her eyes.  On a leaf on the she  joined  a sisterhood of pioneers. 
dirty clay floor she is mixing  a  strange  Only five years ago the first Moslem 
concoction for childbed fever. If the  nurse  was recruited to a hospital in 
baby lives she will claim her reward,  Lahore. Before, in pre-partition days, 
so much  for a girl, so much  more for nurses  were  mainly  white girls or 
a boy. If the mother and infant die, it Christian Indians. Since  maternity 
will be  “Allah‘s will,” not Babanda’s nursing is “pollution” and midwives 
fault.  She sneers at modern  hygiene less than  the Swee er Caste, Hindus 
and cackles her lies-like the  one of were  infrequent in tEat branch of nurs- 
how  the  arm of the  infant presented ing. Segregation  and purdah which 
itself first; how  she  touched the  hand  strictly  a plied means that no Moslem 
with  a live coal, so that  the baby in- woman s K ould  reveal her face to any 
stantly withdrew it and, five minutes  man except her husband (and  for  the 
later,  arrived  normally. first time to her bridegroom at  the 

The She croaks her ill-will towards girls wedding)  ke  t Moslem  women out of 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  like  Tabinda, shameless  hussies  going nursin  an$  the  medical profession 

around  with  naked faces. genera P ly. Digest For Tabinda is more than  a nurse. These  things  are  changin  The vio- 
November She is the  new  emancipated  woman of lent  upheaval of partition, wtich meant 
1953 Pakistan. When she  arrived at the the movement of millions of refugees in 
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and out of Pakistan,  created  a  volume 
of human misery  and  a  need for des- 
perate  measures. Refugees  arrived 
wounded, without food and  without 
clothes. Then  the women of Pakistan 
who  had  never  had an opportunity of 
going out and doing any social  service, 
rallied. Although they were not trained 
they volunteered in their thousands- 
mothers,  grandmothers,  and  daughters 
went  into  the refugee camps. At  the 
same time, Pakistan women formed  a 
para-military  organization in which 
they drilled and  trained to act in self- 
defense. A  nursing seririce on  a  volun- 
tary basis  was started and these  part- 
trained  volunteers  now give regular 
help in  the hospitals. 

Training tor Service 
In  addition, a college for women  doc- 

tors was o ened in conjunction with the 
Fatima dsp i t a l   a t  Lahore  where 260 
women are in training  for  their  degree 
in medicine. Women patients must be 
treated by women doctors, which  means 
a  duplicate s e r v i c w n e  for  men  and 
one for women-so that  only an in- 
tensification of training  and  recruit- 
ment  can  remedy  the lot of suffering 
women. 

In this the  international agencies, 
W H O  and Unicef, are  playing  their 
part.  Heading  the  team is a  remark- 
able, white-haired Scotswoman, Dr. 
Jean Orkney,  who  has  spent  nearly 20 
years in the service of the women of 
the subcontinent.  Around  her  she  has 
gathered an enthusiastic team of inter- 
national nurses, specialists in midwife- 
ry ublic health,  and district nursing. 
Eaci has her LLopposite number” in the 

ually enthusiastic Pakistan women 30 will take over when the UN staff 
moves  on. 

They  are teaching an increasing 
number of girls like Tabinda  who  very 
often come, as she did,  veiled to the 
training college to  start  their course 
which consists of 3% months’ prelim- 
inary  training;  a  year  in hospital which 
includes  ward-training  and going out 
in batches  to get experience in  the vil- 
lages; then 2% months’  nursing sick 
children  and nine months of public 
health  nursing. 

Until  there  are  enough of these com- 
munity midwives, with up-to-date train- 
ing, the Government  has still to rely 

on  the  untrained dais or traditional 
midwives. 

Fortunately, they  are not all like 
Babanda. They  may be illiterate  and 
they  may  de end  more  on lore than 
on skill, but &ey are willing to learn. 
And  there  is  another inducement-15 
rupees  a  month scholarships if they  at- 
tend the Public Health Centre tvvlce a 
week for lectures and demonstrations. 

Some, like AUa Raki,  work with  the 
international  team  just  for  the love of 
their  fellow beings. Alla Raki is poor, 
youn and cheerful. She lives in an 
aban%&ed Hindu  Burning  Ghat, with 
50 other families. The Ghat  was the 
crematorium  where the  Hindu dead 
were  burned. The pyres are still there 
but  around  them  are  the mud-brick, 
one-roomed  homes of the refugees who 
have sheltered there. 

With  Tabinda,  the educated, and 
Alla Raki, the uneducated-both of 
them  the  new hopes of Pakistan-I 
went  to  the  Burning  Ghat to s e e  a  few- 
hours-old  baby, born in a srupa or bell- 
shaped  cha el of a  Hindu god. This 
was  dimly i t  by the sunlight  through 
the  narrow doorway but  the  clay floors 
had  been carefully swept and covered. 
Primitive  ante-natal  preparations  had 
been made  and  there  was lots of hot 
water,  boiled-up on fires under  the 

eepul-tree in the temple  courtyard. 
%he  delivery  had  been  made  under  rea- 
sonably safe conditions. The  Pakistan 
nurses with the coaching of their  inter- 
national  tutors  were  indoctrinating the 
mother in child care. 

It is  a  beginnin  but women are need- 
ed by the thousanf to go out  into  the vil- 
lages, where  health services barely exist. 

Mother  and child services are not 
just a  system of care  and  treatment; 
they  are  an education service as  well- 
a  means of breaking  through the isola- 
tion of the women, which  has  meant in 
the ast that only  one  woman in a 
hunged is literate. 

“Teach  a  man,” said the Begum Lia- 
quat Ali  Khan, widow of the assassi- 
nated  Prime  Minister and herself a 
leader of the women’s movement in 
Pakistan,  “and  you  teach one  person. 
Teach  a  woman  and  you  teach  a  whole 

And  Tabinda,  her vivid face uncov- 
ered, is one of the teachers. Her ex- 
ample will inspire others. 
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family.” 



By RALPH M. LEWIS, F. R.C. 
PART ONE 

W HO has not, at even in our times they 
some time, stood are  far  from free of 

transfixed under  the mystery  and obscurity. 
midnight canopy of the The   ske l e t a l  re- 
heavens?-and with mains of the Aurigna- 
upward gaze specu- cian man  have been 
lated upon the  myr- found  surrounded  with 
iads of shimmering a collection of utensils 
specks of light?  They and  weapons.  The 
seem to hang in  the Auri  acian lived in 
vast  reaches of space. the Fst   ar t  of the 
These  great silent, lu- Middle  %tone Age. 
minous  bodies fire  the This was  some thirty 
h a  ination. Questions thousand  years ago! A 
000% the mind.  Are circle of crude stones 
these  vast  worlds like . was  placed about the 
our  own?  Have they body, and  then  within 
upon  themselves great this circle were placed 
rolling seas,  towering the  treasured posses- mountains, and bleak p. sions of the deceased: 
deserts? Are  they  the flint  knives,  bone 
habitat of living, con- needles, and throwing 
scious  beings,  able to think and to sticks. There was ever indication by 
reason as we  do? this  arrangement  that tiere was  a con- 

Such thoughts are comparatively cept of an afterlife. In  such  burials os 
modern in relation  to the whole  age of we  have described were the  rudiments 
man. Before man could entertain such of the belief in immortalit , We must 
ideas as these, it was first necessary reach  the conclusion that J i s  Aurigna- 
that  he  rid his  mind of many of the cian  man of three  hundredcenturies ago 
beliefs held by his ancestors. thought that he would live again  after 

When  the intelligence of man  at death,  somewhere and  at some  time. 
some remote  time was e  ual to his Furthermore, he would need in this 
curiosity, we can  presume %at he  then next life  what  had been so necessary 
made  inquiry  into his origin. It was to this one. Undoubtedly, it was for 
plausible that  man should have doubt this reason that his treasured posses- 
that  he  had merely  sprung  from the sions were  buried  with  him. 
earth.  Though  birth may have still Certainly the Aurignacian could not 
remained  a  mystery to him, yet  he believe that  the corpse itself, the dead 
could  perceive the difference between body,  survived this life. An intelligence 
himself and other  animate things. capable of having thoughts of an after- 
Furthermore,  the distinction between life, as  the artifacts of the Aurignacian 
his coming into existence and  the mani- displayed,  would have observed the dis- 
festation of the  plant  life of his  en- integration of bodies after  death. Con- 

The vironment  was  apparent.  Therefore, sequently,  something other than  the 
Ros~cruc~an whence came man, and  why? Perhaps body  itself must have  sug ested to him 

these are  the earliest questions to have the idea of immortality. &story,  long 
Digest plagued the  human mind. Centuries following the Aurignacian  man, gives 
Norember of inquiring  have since thrown  much the  clue  to the answer of what he pre- 
1953 light  upon these questions. However, sumed to be the  immortality of his 
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:gck%f air and breath with  life 
It reveals that ancient man 

force. Even  contemporary abori ‘nes, 
as those in Australia and  in  the F outh 
Pacific region, confer an  immortal 
quality u on  the breath. Tyler,  the 
noted ant ropologist, in his renowned 
works on  primitive  culture,  relates that 
the western  Australians  have  a word 
for “spirit.” They call it wang, but 
this word  is  to them also s 
with  their words for b r e a t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
The natives of Nicaragua  say that 
when  men die a phantomlike  body is 
seen to  leave the mouth  with  the  breath. 
Obviously then,  the  phantom  has been 
associated with the breath of life. These 
Nicaraguan  natives called it julio. The 
Hebrew word nephesh means “life,” 
and likewise, “spirit” and “mind.” We 
know that  the Sanskrit words atman 
and prana mean “breath,” “air,” and 
“soul.”  Likewise, in Greek p s y c h  and 
pneuma mean “soul” and ‘breath,”- 
in Latin,  “animus”  and “spiritus.” All 
of these  words, then, came to repre- 
sent  breath  and  the  immortal  element 
of man. 

Departed Self  

The locale of man’s immortal being, 
where it resided after  death,  has often 
vaned with the passing centuries. The 
abode of the soul, or  the spirit, after 
death,  has shifted to  extremes in man’s 
understanding. Sometimes this abode 
was  thought  to be in great  caverns un- 
der  the  earth; at other times, it was 
believed to  be in the reaches of the 
celestial realms.  Ap  arently, however, 
the  infinity of the s ly  caused it to be- 
come  more  commonly  accepted as the 
realm of the soul, or the world after 
this one. 

It is  only  recently that  man has been 
able to journe  into  the sky. Before 
that,  he could? only s eculate as to 
what it was  actually &e. We know 
that  the ancients, as the Greeks,  be- 
lieved that  the sky above the peaks of 
the towering  mountains was quite dif-  
ferent  from  that over the lowlands. 
Furthermore, these  ancients  were  not 
certain  whether  the celestial bodies 
they saw at night were really  quite 
small and close to earth,  or  whether 

’ they  were  extremely  large  and far dis- 
tant. 

The luminosity of these heavenly 
bodies  was also very puzzling. Did 
they ossess some eternal fire which 
cause! their  light?  These people also 
wondered if the  light of the  stars  might 
not be etheric, that is, of a  divine sub- 
stance of some kind. It was even sug- 
gested that  the brilliance of the stars 
might be the  result of the divine nature 
of the deceased humans, or that  the 
deceased  themselves were  the  stars. In  
the ancient Pyramid Texts of the Old 
Kingdom of Egypt, some  five thousand 

ears ago, the stars depicted departed 
cuman beings . In  these  pa yri scrolls, 
they  were  referred to as  “fosts of im- 
perishable  ones.” It was further  thought 
that these immortals  dwelt in the sk 
to traverse it as did  Ra, the sun-god: 
The Eskimos,  too, have  a legend that 
the stars  were once animals and  men 
that inhabited the  earth. Even the 
Christian  father, Origen, said that  the 
stars  were  animate and  that  they were 
rational beings, because, he reasoned, 
it is impossible that  irrational creations 
could  move with  such order in the 
heavens as do the stars. 

With  the subsequent development of 
formalized  theology,  questions about 
the soul, its  nature  and  the like, be- 
came  more and  more  important.  These 
uestions particularly centered about 

%e origin of the soul and  its  afterlife, 
where it went  and  what it did  follow- 
ing death. The Jewish theologians  con- 
ceived of man as  a son of a  great s ir- 
itual  father.  There was a relations R ip 
between this  divine father  and  man not 
unlike the relationship between an 
earthly  father  and his son. In  the Old 
Testament, we are told that this divine 
father selected the  earth to particularly 
become  man’s habitat. Accordin to 
this theology, men were not  evo .? ved 
beings  from lesser living things. Rather, 
man was  thought to be  a spontaneous 
creation  brought  into existence in  the 
very  twinkling of an eye. Humanity 
was  a fusion of the spiritual quality 
or  nature of this  divine  father and  the 
gross dust of the  earth. 

Christianity, in its most  orthodox 
form,  continues to expound the  early 
Judaic conce tion of man.  It, too, rec- 
ognizes the cf-uality  of man,  the  divine 

uality on the one hand, and  the 
iements of the  earth on the other.  At 
death,  Christianity expounds, the im- 
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mortal element, the divine quality, is 
separated and leaves the body, If this 
divine  quality  or  element is worthy, it 
is  then thought to ascend into  what 
is called heaven. Heaven is a region 
somewhere above earth where the di- 
vine element, or  the  immortal  part of 
humans, dwells indefinitely. This same 
theology  also  conceives a spontaneous 
creation  for the whole  universe as well 
as  for man, It, too, came  into existence 
as  relatively sudden, as  the  snap of a 
fin  er.  These ideas of creation, or cos- 
moyoq,  are set forth in  the Book  of 
Genesis. Prior to the  year 1859, the 
people of Christendom felt  very  certain 
that  they  knew  the exact time of crea- 
tion.  This confidence  arose from  the 
date  that was indicated in  the  first 
chapter of Genesis. There  we see in 
the  margin  the date, “4004 b.c.” as the 
beginning of all existence. In fact, to- 
day, the most popular of the editions 
of the Bible, the St. James version, car- 
ries  this same date opposite the begin- 
ning of the  first  chapter of Genesis. 

From  the foregoin it  may be plain- 
ly seen that  it  had teen  thought that 
the  earth was  chosen for  the  great hu- 
man  drama. All  earthly resources, all 
the  natural phenomena, animate  and 
inanimate substance, were subordinated 
to the  human ego. In the  human con- 
ce tion, which to some extent prevails 
d a y ,  man is the virtual  hub  around 
which the universe revolves. Man, in 
his exag erated self-consciousness and 
conceive f supremacy, sincerely has be- 
lieved that  he is the incentive  for  all 
creation! 

For Jews and for Christians, alike, 
the soul is not the result of an evolved 
state of consciousness. They do not 
think of it as being a  state of sensitivity 
which, having developed through lesser 
beings, has  finally reached that 
where  man, being aware of it, ca Y n t  Is It 
soul. Rather,  they contend, the soul is 
a  kind of endowment, a  kind of sub- 
stance that is conferred upon man  from 
on high. It is like some  precious gem 
which, if he is not cautious in his use 
of it, may become  damaged. 

The St.  Augustine said: “God then  made Rosicrucian man  after  His image, for he created  him 
a soul by which, through reason and 

Digest intelli ence, he should have dominion 
Norember over a  1 things on  the  earth.” We see 
1953 in all of this the desire on the  part of 
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the  human to consider  himself as just 
beneath the eminence of God. All 
divine effort, ever thing  that occurs, 
has been fashionel according to  this 
viewpoint-that it is particularly  for 
human welfare.  This sort of reasoning, 
or lack of it, satisfies man’s inherent, 
but  not  admitted, sense of inferiority 
to  nature. He realizes his subordina- 
tion to many things  but  refuses to ad- 
mit it. 

Mental Bltndness 

This kind of thinking influences the 
attitude of the masses of people toward 
all life’s  experiences. In  many ways, 
it distorts its viewpoint. Men were, and 
still  are,  reluctant  to consider any ideas, 
any teachings or doctrines, which  tend 
to  threaten  the egocentxic  sense of se- 

and supremacy  which they have. 
At c ~ T  t e  end of the Roman period, the 
Christian  church sought to preserve the 
remnants of culture. The decadent 
Roman civilization had degenerated 
most of the great  culture  which it had 
inherited  from  the East. Then  the bar- 
barians  from the North swept  down 
over them in a  great  wave of conquest. 
Their minds were fresh and open and 
the Church was easily  able  to indoc- 
trinate  them  with  such  culture  as it 
retained. However,  most of the great 
cultures that  had descended from  Egypt, 
and  from Greece,  Bab lonia, and Persia, 
had been  forced mierground  by  the 
Church itself. Typical of such Chris- 
tian fanatics  were the Emperors JUS- 
tinian  and Theodosius. History  has  left 
an  indelible record of how  the closed 
the  great schools of philosop K y and 
suppressed their teachings as being 
pagan, They ordered the destruction 
of the  ancient temples-monuments to 
a tremendous culture  and  learning  as 
displayed through  their art  and archi- 
tecture. I have  personally seen what 
the Emperor  Constantine did in his 

Luxor Tem le, %ch he considered a 
campaign in Eg t. On the walls of 

pagan site, \e destroyed much of the 
beautiful art work. 
smeared  over it, and He then had ha :laster that 
painted  with  crude  portraits of the 
saints. In  one of the beautiful  little 
sanctuaries, an equally  crude and out- 
of-place altar was set, on  which  still ap- 
pears an inscription honoring  his  name. 

Let us glance at the period  between 



400 and 1000 A.D. This is generally 
referred to as the  Dark  A es. This 
period amounted to a virtua ’i intellec- 
tual black-out. Many of the people of 
this period denied that the earth is a 

The following  is  typical of 
en- arguments: if the  earth is a 

sphere, “no  one could remain  on its 
Southern  part without falling off.” It 
was  generally  thought  by  the masses 
at  the  time  that  the universe  was  en- 
closed in space, and  that this space  was 
like an envelope. Therefore,  according 
to this conception, the universe was def- 
initely  limited in  its size. They held 
that it was  created  by God, but be- 
lieved to  have been  created  not  very 
long ago. Then,  into this envelope in 
which the universe  is  contained,  they 
thought God  placed the stars and  the 
sun  and moon, but  that most promi- 
nent of all was the  earth. According 
to them, it held the  unique position in 
this envelo e. The  earth was the stage 
for  the  unfoldment of the vast human 
drama. 

of the  opinion that beneath the  earth 
The majority of the people,  too, were 

was a region  known as “Hades”  or 
“Hell.”  Outside the enclosure of the 
universe, this imaginar  envelo e 
which  contained it, was  9&aven,” &e 
abode of  God. All the saints, too, were 
in heaven.  However,  let us realize that 
i t  was believed that  this abode of God 
and of heaven was outside of the Uni- 
verse. Men expected and  greatly  feared 
that  the enclosure of the universe, this 
envelope, was to be destroyed  and this 
was  to occur in not  too  remote  a time. 
The destruction  was to be by  a  great 
catastrophe, and God would either sanc- 
tion such  a  catastrophe or he would 
institute it himself. 

Arabian Cnllrcre 
During this same period, the Arabs 

were  inspired  b  their  prophet, Mo- 
hammed.  Fired <y this  new religion, a 
sword in one  hand  and the Koran in 
the other, they conquered the East. 
Yet, at  the same  time they became the 
preservers  and  the exponents of the 
ancient wisdom; they  ap reciated its 
significance. They  cherisied it as a 
treasure-the  same wisdom which the 
West and which Christianity rejected 
and  sought to destroy. The Mohamme- 
dans in their  learning  were  taught  the 

xhFre. 

arts, sciences, and philosophy of Egypt, 
Greece, and Babylon. 

Among the  notable works that  the 
Arabs  preserved  and translated was 
Ptolemy’s Almagest. The word Alma- 
gesr literally  means  a “collection” or 
“gathering.”  Most certainly, that is 
what it was  because it contained all 
that  the Greeks had  gathered  about 
astronomy since the  time of Aristotle. 
The Almagest, as well, included Ptole- 
my’s own  astronomical  and cosmolog- 
ical theories. This work  was written 
during  the second century A.D. The 
Mohammedan conquest  swept  west- 
ward  along the  Northern portion of 
Africa  and  finally it spilled over into 
Spain, making  its first contact with  the 
Western  world.  There, too, it first 
reached the Christian world about 1000 
A.D. At  that time, as  now, the East 
and West  faced  each  other as rivals for 
supremacy of the world. It was  then, 
too, that  the  early Christian scholars, 
and  they were very few in number, 
first received the translations of Ptole- 
my’s Almagest, with  the  startling 
knowledge it contained. To these  few 
scholars it was an amazing revelation; 
it was like cool water  to  a  thirsty  man. 

At this time in Europe, signs were 
a  parent of the beginning of the  strug- 
Ye of rationalism. There was an un- 

iercurrent of freedom of thought. The 
Crusades had  not accom lished their 
desired end. The Church Rad failed in 
her  brutal campaign in the East, which 
had been conducted in  the  name of the 
Cross. In fact, the Crusades, instead 
of bringing  Christianity to the East, had 
really  brought  great  foreign  learning to 
the  attention of the Crusaders. The 
amazing  knowledge these humble  and, 
in man cases, ignorant  Western peo- 
ple hadr contacted in the East shook 
their faith in the bigoted  views of the 
Church.  These Christians found that 
the East  was  not as ignorant  as  they 
had been taught.  They  found  that  the 
Easterners  were  not sniveling cowards 
as had been alleged. Many of the Cru- 
saders returned  with eat zeal for  the 
new knowledge they y a d  experienced. 
This zeal had been stimulated by  the 
magnificent art,  the great architecture, 
and  the  inspiring  literature  which  had 
been revealed to them  during  the 
Crusades. 

(To be continued) 
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most highly developed and  spiritual1  advanced  members and  workers of the 
The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting  place for  all minds of the 

Rosicrucian  fraternity. It is the  focaf  point of Cosmic radiations  and  thought 
waves from  which  radiate  vibrations of health, peace, happiness,  and inner 
awakening.  Various  periods of the  day  are set aside  when many thousands 

the  Cathedral at the  time will receive the benefit of the  vibrations.  Those  who 
of minds are attuned  with  the Cathedral of the Soul, and  others attuning  with 

are not  members of the organization may  share in the unusual  benefits  as  well 
as those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for  various  contacts  with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent  to  persons  who 
are  not  members if they  address their requests  for  this book to  Scribe S. P. C., 

stamps. (Please state  whether  member or not-this  is important.) 
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California,  enclosing three  cents in postage 

ALL IS NOT PLEASURE 

CHILD may believe that 
to eat dessert all  the  time 
would be a  great oppor- 
tunity,  but  even to a 
child there  usually comes 
an opportunity to prove 
that this idea  has  no 
place in actual experi- 
ence. A child who  has 

become  sick from eating too  much 
candy  or ice cream seldom forgets the 
experience  when  temptation comes 
agan. 

There is no  form of life that  can be 
imagined b or  within  the human con- 
sciousness &at is all pleasure, and even 
if such  a attern of living existed, it is 
probable 5, at most of us would eventu- 
ally  attem t to avoid it. Our  world 
consists of E 0th  pleasure  and pain, suc- 
cess and adversity. All  men will know 
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at some time, pleasure  and pain, as 
well as the emotions which  accompany 
these ex  eriences. We live within  a 
realm wlere we are subject to the 
various changes that  take place about 
us, and therefore our  environment af- 
fects us, both ph sically and mental1 
We  are restricte B to  some degree  witi: 
in this scope of living where we ex- 
perience as our  art  the things that 
contribute to welfbeing  and also pro- 
vide tests of endurance. 

There  is much  adversity in life; there 
is much  disappointment;  there is much 
pain. We can acknowledge these facts 
without  facing the issue with  the eyes 
of a pessimist. Disappointment,  heart- 
break, sorrow, grief, and  pain  are  the 
lot of every  man. No one can  deny 
the  reality of their  existence in the 
physical life and consciousness of each 



of us. At  the same time, however, man 
has been given intelligence to see  be- 
yond the limitations of adversity. There 
1s no  adversity in life  which may not 
also have its own t r i m  h. 

There is no one so baily afflicted or 
so ill  that  he  may not at  the same 
time be able to find room for some 
thankfulness in his heart. We should 
never forget that despite all of our 
troubles-the ills that afflict our body, 
the roblems that affect our  mind, the 
uns8vable conditions  with  which  we 
have to cope and  that seemingly are  a 
burden  much  greater than  any indi- 
vidual  should be called upon to  bear- 
life still goes  on. Today exists,  tomor- 
row is coming, and  durvlg  all  time  life 
proceeds even  though  there may be 
moments  when it seems almost  evldent 
that we will falter  at  the  next step. 

The physical  being is made to re- 
ceive and absorb  a lot of punishment. 
Anyone  who  has witnessed human suf- 
fering  through  physical  change is aware 
of how much  the hysical body can 
endure  before it finafiyfves up. When 
adversity seems  beyon endurance in 
its oppression, and more  and  more dif- 
ficult to bear, it ma be  to a  degree 
comforting to remem is er  that  there  are 
man  other individuals who are facing 
or WKO have faced all  matters of heart- 
aches, disappointments, pain, and suf- 

fering. Many of these individuals have 
submitted to these conditions, but  far 
more  have walked on in life serenely 
confident that  they  were  approaching 
an end  which is not an end  but rather 
a  beginning or an opportunity for new 
expression. 

Immortality is therefore a  beginning 
that has  already  begun; in other words, 
it is an existence in which each indi- 
vidual is at all  times  already  a  par- 
ticipant. When adversity  reaches  a 
point  where it bears  heavily  upon the 
consciousness of any of us, let us not 
forget that  the great, those who  have 
achieved a de  ee of success not  merely 
in terms of i? uman  measurement but 
of happiness  within  their o w n  con- 
sciousness, have gone ahead  not be- 
cause life has been  smooth but in spite 
of adversity. 

When we are most  oppressed it is 
good to remember that  at  the same 
time, adversity is temporal, it comes to 
an end. Even as all physical or ma- 
terial  experiences  must  have an ending, 
so must adversity, so must pain. Since 
adversity, pain, trial,  and tribulations 
are physical entities, they  cannot last, 
but peace,  hope,  love, truth,  and  duty 
as  eternal verities extend  on  into ever- 
lasting being, and  eventually  terminate 
or become absorbed within the  Mind 
of God. 

GIFT PROBLEMS? 
Have you known  a  person  for so long  a  time that you  are  completely out of ideas 

for  a  gift? Are you puzzled  over  what  he  might like? Are you hesitant  about your 
choice? If you are,  we  can’t  really  blame you, for it is mast difficult to know just 
what  the  other  person would prefer in the  range of things  you  can afford. 

Whether or not you have  reached this state of feelings,  a GIFT CERTIFICATE 
is one of the  finest  and  surest  ways of pleasing  everyone. The  gift is yours, but the 
choice is his! What finer combination could you  ask? 

Distinctively  and  expensively  designed  to  resemble checks, our  certificates are 
issued in  any amount of $1.00 (7/2 sterling) or more. When you  send us the  name 
and  address of the person  who is  to receive  such  a gift, together  with the amount  to 
be given,  we  will mail  it to you or  directly to the person it is intended  for, as  you 
wish. These  certificates are redeemable at face  value  for dues,  fees, or any  item  in 
the  Supply Bureau. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY  BUREAU 
Rosicrucian  Park  San Jose, California 

~ 
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By DR. H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C. 
(From The American Rosue Crucis, November 1916) 

Since thousands of readers of the Rosicrucian Digest have not read many of the earlier 
articles of our late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer  Lewis, we adopted the editorial policy of 
publishing each month one of his outstanding  articles, BO that his thoughts  would  continue 
to reside within  the pages of this publication. 

I N OUR mad  ambition to it, in the coolness of careful 
conquer the formidable thought,  without  undue fer- 

and  attain  the  very vor or zeal. To me it is 
nacle of material heig?;; beautifully true,  wonder- 
we lose sight of the little, ful, inspiring; but it is  not 
sweet essentials; and it is phenomenal, supernatural 
often in the twilight of life or mystic in any sense. 
that we realize we  have “God  spoke!” 
wandered far  away from I have  wandered idly 
that  narrow road  which, through  a field of daisies, 
after all, leads to the  only in a  peaceful valley, with 
goal of contentment  and peace. the  great blue  heaven above  me, the 

More es ecially do we  wander  from sun shining brightly, birds lightheart- 
the natura! elements of religion. We edly  passing  from bough to bough, all 
enter those modern,  recently con- nature gay, sweet, and glorious; strife, 
structed, and as yet  untrammeled  paths  turmoil and evil far  away; nothing 
of “interpreted” religion where  the  true  near  but  the goodness and Godliness. 
and  real God is little, or  not at all, And I have  felt  the oneness of all 
considered or understood. We lose nature,  all God‘s manifestations: I 
sight of the simple  laws  and words of have forgotten personality of self and 
God, and  our worship of Him becomes individuality of ego; I have lost  myself 
so involved, so complex, so profound, in  the simplicity and grandeur-not 
that God actually becomes a  stranger  the  complexity  and marvels-f all 
to our hearts and consciousness. about  me.  And I have  sat down in  the 

Yet God is so close, so near to us, so midst of the daisies to try  and  attune 
intimate  and so easily understood that m consciousness with their sim licity. 
we may  hear  the Divlne Voice, feel the I cave reached  out  and  drawn Jose to 
Divine Presence, and realize the  Divine my cheek  one of these daisies that I 
Mind  every  hour in the day.  might feel its soft, innocent face against 

I make plea for a return to the sim-  mine, and I have looked into  its eyes, 
ple  worshlp of God. I urge  that we its soul. Then  (the occasion will ever 
unite in an endeavor to realize God,  be remembered) I saw the  harmony of 
consciously, as a living presence, and  its form-the grace of its desi the 
to hearken  unto the Voice and observe symmetry of its yellow head, t e  reg- 
His handiwork.  ularit of its petals, the method of its 

“God  spoke!” unfollment,  the simplicity of its  anato- 
You have  thought that exclamation my-and  God  spoke! Through  the  daisy 

to be  a doctrinal reply  from  the over- God revealed to me in unmistakable 
zealous Bible student. You have, per- language, the  infinite wisdom of H i s  

The haps,  thought it to be the blind belief mind, the superiority of H i s  ways  and 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  of the  reli ‘ous fanatic; or you may H i s  laws. 

have  thougat it to be the metaphorical Truly, God  spoke! and I heard,  and 
Digest re  ly of the religious idealist. understood, for God spoke as only God 
N ~ e d f f  %ut,  my beloved friends, I have can speak.  Could man  but speak as 
1953 heard God speak; and I say it, declare God  speaks-Ah! the  vanity of the 
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thou ht. Yet man demands that, to be 
hear! and understood, God must speak 
in  man’s limited, self-made, finite  lan- 
guage; and  man, therefore, hears not 
the voice of God. 

The organist, rambling over the keys 
while  his soul  expands and vibrates to 
greater  areas,  hears sweet chords, beau- 
tiful notes, harmonious  and euphonious 
arias peal forth, while he is still and 
unconscious of the mechanical features 
of his  playing.  And  when he  has com- 
leted one passage of divine  music he 

fnows  that God  spoke-and in a  man- 
ner as only God can speak. 

The artist,  the  writer,  the sculptor, 
each  has heard  the Voice of God and 
has understood, while others  seek the 
Voice in place and  manner demanded 
by doubt,  skepticism, and “higher 
criticism.” 

Watch  the  little imprisoned  gold fish 
in  the  crystal  aquariums.  Let  a  beam 
of sunlight  strike  the silvery  surface of 
the water  and refract its rays through 
the world in which the live and you 
will soon see the revive B activity.  Drop 
some crumbs upon the water  and  note 

odicity of breathing of water, then  air; 
analyze  the perfect  mechanics of mo- 
tion in swimmin diving, rising, and 
immobility. An$ as you  do  these 
things, God will speak to  you and you 
will learn a lesson that only God can 
teach. 

Look into  the eyes of the heart- 
hungry, poverty-stricken child as it 
gazes into  the windows of the stores 
at this  holiday time. Note its pathetic, 
uiet, philosophical  acceptance of con- 

litions which in truth are making the 
young heart  and  mind bleed and ache. 
And as you look, smile! Take  the child 
into  the store and  buy for it, give it 
those  simple-not  complex or luxurious 
-things which it longs for and which 
our children in this advanced ( !) educa- 
tion would spurn;  and  when those  deep- 
set, longing,  sweet  eyes look up  into 
yours  with  tears and silently say 
“thank you,” you will know that God 
spoke-spoke  as  only God can speak. 

And turn  your  way  to  the desolate 
home  where  the  father  has not heard 

the Voice of  God but  has  sought the 
voice of evil; where  the young-old 
mother  is  striving  to  make the  uldely 
separated  ends meet;  where sickness 
has  stricken  one  child  and medicine is 
unobtainable, and  food-of  the simple 
kind,  not  luxurious-is required  for the 
baby that brought God‘s  voice once  to 
the mother;  where all is sad at  the  time 
of greatest rejoicing elsewhere. Go 
there,  not to Temple, Church, or Ca- 
thedral, to hear God  speak, and give 
that which you  would  give with less 
a preciation to yourself. And, as you 
s P eep in your bed of comfort that  mght 
the poor  mother’s prayers of thankful- 
ness will come to you in the silence 
of the  night;  and  your soul, your con- 
sciousness, will know, if you  do not, 
that God  spoke! 

And,  pass the corner of the busy 
thoroughfare where  time  and tide move 
swiftly b where  each in eager pur- 
suit of segsatisfying interests sees not 
the lips of  God about to speak; where 
stands upon the corner,  beneath  shelter 
from the cold and storm, the  rag ed 
boy urging  all  to  buy  his wares: %is 
hands are cold, his  face is wan,  his  eyes 
are filled with  tears; at home there 
are a  few  who wait his belated  coming 
in; he is hun too, yet  he  must  not 
spend one sin?: penny of the  fund 
his  mother nee% for food; his thoughts 
are of the  family  and “sister,” his chum 
and  friend;  he would ladly sacrifice 
almost anythin  to  take % er just  a gem. 
Stop there an! speak to him, as  you 
pass  by, and  then go on and  return 
again; this time give him just  a big 
red rose and say:  “for ‘sister,’ lad,  as 
friend  to friend.” Then,  watch the 
eyes enlarge  with  pride,  as sorrow  flees. 
You’ll find the boy is  a  man,  with 
God-li ht in his soul. And  then,  as in  
your $oat you  feel that lump, and in 
your veins a  tingle, you’ll know that 
somewhere in the  aura of your life, God 
spoke, as  only God can speak. 

Yes,  God speaks, and  He has spoken 
to me.  God waits and waits to speak 
to you and if in  this life you  give no 
chance for interview,  a  time  will come, 
when  life is done, that through the sor- @ 
rows, pains and lessons of the past, your 
soul will feel, our  heart mll know, 
your  mind wily hear,  and  you  shall 
find that God  did  speak at last  as 
Father  to His child. 
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By DR. OCTAVIO A. BARONA, M. D., F. R. C. 

A LCOHOLICS are   s ick perfect conscious under- 
people: diseased  in  standing of the  hidden 

body because of t he i r  causes that roduced it, 
drinking habit; diseased in and  the brea%ng of the 
mind because of t he i r  conditioned  reflexes that 
twisted  thinkin which as 
a Cause leads em to the 
intake of li uor. Conse- 
uently an8   bas i ca l ly ,  Let us for a  moment 

%ey are  mentally per- look into  the  mental world 
sons-neurotics, or even of the alcoholic to see what 
ps  chotics. o e s  on  there  that induces 

who  have difficulty adjust- The alcoholic seeks his 
ing themselves to their liquor  as an escape. He 
environment. Their ex- has an unconscious  wish 
tenor world  seems to be to avoid the  reality of his 
in constant conflict with world: the  disagreeable 
their  inner feelings. Psy-  things that lie in it and 
chopaths are individuals that  he is forced to cope 
who behave in  an abnormal  manner  with;  the people  whom he dislikes but 
as judged by Society, and  by  their fan- nevertheless must associate with; and 
ily  and friends, Within  this classifica- the  many things which the events of 
tion, the alcoholic enters  into the same  life  brin  upon  him and  that  are be- 
category  as the drug addict, the gam- yond an%  far above his control. 
bler, the  chain smoker; or  the glutton, Drinking is then  a running awa 
the Juvenile  delinquent, and  many  from  reality in an unconscious searc i 
others whose lives seem to  have vvldely for more tolerable surroundings in 
oscillated from  what is considered by  which the warped  personality  can live. 
society as  normal  and constructive. Alcohol then becomes an only friend- 

Yet the basic roblem in  all these that special “Someone” that  can always 
people is that t K ey  are  truly sick, be turned to in periods of great  mental 
mentally so, and  for  a  cure need en- stress, frustration,  or  when  everything 
lightenment  (not  punishment, accusa- seems to go  wrong. In these  periods 
tions, or  scorn), in order that  they  can of extreme tension and feelings of 
become  able to  rise above their habits. helplessness, alcoholics  hold on to their 
The  real trouble  within  them  is that drink, endeavoring to banish their nev- 
they never  have been able to conscious- er-ending anxiety-ften incited and 
ly understand  the roots of their  abnor- maintained  by truly severe causes, but 
mal living-why certain motives have also by unimportant  everyday events. 
been  dormant  for  many years in  their Such  causes as quarrels  with relatives, 

lives, in just that Yarbcular way;  or 
repressed anger  with emplo  ees or  the 

what  has caused it a 1, and  why it can’t employer,  noisy children, B ebts, pam- 
be  clearly understood or overcome. ful memories,  unsolved  problems, per- 

This lack of understanding  has roots sisting illness, and  many other  things 
The that lie  deeply  hidden in  the  mind  as help  bring the desire for a drink. 
Rosicrucian causes. Sermons, beatings, prison sen- This is especially true when prob- 

tences, hospital wards, sentimental lems  become dominant and constant 
Digest promises, etc., will not  aid in a true and persist over  long eriods of  time, 
Norember resolution of their problem. This situ- and more so if the incfividual has not 
1953 ation  can be mastered only through  a yet  learned  to overcome and solve  these 

8 keep the problem active. 
Slow Suiclde 

E k e u r o t i c s   a r e  people im to drink. 
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problems in  a  mature way. These  an- 
noyances and worries  become more and 
more fixed in the  mind  and sink  dee ly 
into  the subconscious. From  there t K ey 
arise  to the consciousness as feelings 
of inferiority,  insecurity, and  anxiety. 

As we have stated it, this  dramatic 
picture, that seems to be the effect of 
immediate causes, does not start here. 
These motives are just the  tri ger that 
explodes the already overloade % charFe. 
The charge began in childhood w t h  
some early experiences that became 
fixed and still govern the ywn-u! 
mechanism of mind;  that is, t ese per 
sons have  never  ained  independence 
from  their childaood reactions and 
fears, and still  react to them  mentally 
in  the  same  pattern as  when they were 
infants. 

At  the bottom of a problem, we may 
find  a  deep  personality  disturbance mo- 
tivated by causes (psychic  or 
painful experiences) establis %hysical ed in 
childhood. The child might  have been 
abused, rejected, unloved, exploited, or 
overprotected,  overpossessed at  that 
time, and  thereby  his feelings of securi- 
ty, self-esteem, and lovableness might 
have become undermined. The con- 
clusion  would be that  the  outer world 
was hostile and too  big for  him  to cope 
with. 

Karen  Horney  has defined  these 
symptoms as “basic  anxiety”-the de- 
veloping of a helpless mental  attitude, 
leading to neurotic tendencies and de- 
fenses, ho  in  thereby to achieve  se- 
curity an se f-esteem  which  seem to 
bolster the weakened  ego. 

To such human being,  alcohol then 
becomes a defense, because of its  relax- 
ing  and easing effect from inner ten- 
sions; furthermore,  by it one is  able  to 
withdraw  into his own proper  world of 
fantasies and  thus escape the unbear- 
able  environment of fears. 

The alcoholic gives all  the  surface 
alibis of the neurotics, in his endeavors 
to rationalize his excessive drinking,  not 

and to  meet  them  with  a mature  an- 
swer  instead of a childish one. 

Alcoholism  becomes a self-destruc- 
tion factor, a sort of psycho-  hysiolog- 
ical suicide, in which the inchdual is 
slowly  poisoning  himself to  death. Be- 

cause the original erroneous mental 
factors have  not been  sought and cor- 
rected, the individual sinks deeper and 
deeper into ill feelings and  attitudes 
until  he  finally reaches a stage when 
he is no longer mentally  and  physically 
fit  to recognize the  true facts that have 
unconsciously led him  to  drink. He be- 
comes then an in-between-a erson 
struggling in  the middle of a pattway, 
with  the  will  to  live on one side, and 
the will to die  on  the other, and  never 
reaching the  fortitude  to do either one. 
So he lives in this  strange world of his 
own making, and  as  tune passes his 
recovery  becomes more and  more 
difficult. 

It is understood that everybody has 
instincts and urges to which he desires 
to yive expression.  However, normal, 
hea thy, well-adapted  people  do not 
give way to many of these lmpulses  be- 
cause their conscience  does not  permit 
it. Alcohol  narcotizes the conscience. 
Under  the influence of liquor, the vic- 
tim feels himself free of inferiority, 
weakness, inhibition, and self-criticism. 
He then assumes a new personality 
which  liberates all his inner feelings 
of various anxiety. 

The Treatment 
The great necessity for  the alcoholic 

is  his comprehension of the trouble- 
and his re-education. He cannot ex- 
pect to get cured  until he himself and 
also his associates understand the  whys 
and hows of his behavior, of his hid- 
den emotional  conflicts, and  the  un- 
derlying motives  responsible for  his 
enslavement to liquor. In this  way, he 
is  to become freed. 

Several things are essential for  the 
cure of the alcoholic: first, an  im- 
provement in the toxic and weakened 
physical condition. This requires  a 
proper diet, including  a  liberal  intake 
of frui ts  and ve etables. Some hor- 
monal products h , e  proved helpful 
temporarily. Science has developed a 
number of drugs with  which  to treat 
alcoholics to sensitize the individual 
against liquor, but  the results are still 
very  unstable  due to  the  fact  that  the 
effect wears off and because this  treat- 
ment alone does not et  at  the cause. 
Amon other things, s f eep is necessary, 
as we8 as  fresh  air, rest, cold  showers, 
sun baths, exercise, sports, recreation, 
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, relaxation, vacations, change of work. 
The establishing of a hobby is also 
helpful. 

The  true cure, however, lies in  the 
thinking habits of the  individual. He 
must  learn to eradicate the defenses, il- 
lusions, conflict, hatred, and fears, that 
lie  deeply  within  his  personality.  This 
is a  long hard process that involves a 
re-education of the self as the  primary 
goal, the conditioning of new habits, 
and  the  annulment of all previous dan- 
gerous attitudes. All of these  helpful 
methods tend to give the alcoholic new 
viewpoints with  which  to  realize the 
true world, a world in which he will 
be  accepted by society and considered 
as  a useful citizen. 

The Change 

When  all this  has been  achieved, the 
alcoholic will e ress himself quite dif- 
ferently. He wi ? 1  have comprehension 
of what t d y  happened to him  and 
why, how it all happened, and  where 
it led to. He now will see things in 
their  true place. 

The regenerated alcoholic will no 
lon er feel inferior nor lack security 
in L s e l f .  He will  enjoy peace of 
mind  and will no longer try  to make 
up for all his inadequacies, real  or 
imagined,  with  a drink of alcohol. 

He will have  learned to take +veri- 
tory of his abilities with  full co lzance 
of their existence. He will x o  per- 
ceive the merits of others, knowing 
that  they have their own special vir- 
tues; but knowing also that others too 
have  their frailties and underdevelo 
ment.  Instead of com aring himsefi 
with articulars, he wi P 1  now  adjudge 
himseyf as a complete entity. He will 
stop poisoning  himself by his internal 
anxiety,  but will control and  fully di- 
rect the worth-while part  in  him to- 
ward  the proper  evolution of his  per- 
sonality. He will  understand  that to 
seek  too much  admiration and praise 
from others  is a  neurotic  symptom, or 
childish behavior. 

True approval from people is  heart- 
warming, and  there is a part in every 

The one of us that craves to please others, Rosicrucian but it is emotionally  unwise to  pursue 
Digest these desires with tense feelings. To 

free himself from  neurons, the  indi- 
November vidual  must seek release from  the  fear 
1953 that  he will fall  from grace if he does 
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not  succeed in  his  every  aim. He must 
understand that people  should not  play 
a  crucial part in his life, and also that 
his self-esteem must  not depend  upon 
the good will of others. His self-esteem 
must depend  upon the fulfillment of 
his own set of values-and to such he 
must be true  and not  to  other people’s 
values. 

The adjusted  personality knows not 
to expect to attain perfection in  all en- 
deavors.  Likewise, the person  ceases to 
be frightened  by  his  past lost battles 
and failures. He understands that each 
new  day  is  a  new  opportunity  and  that 
he must  make  the most of it. He knows 
that people in  almost any field in life 
have  failures,  but that  the  mature  man 
begins new prospects and does not 
brood  over  something that was  not  well 
done or  not at all. However, he will 
have realized that  he needs action 
HERE and NOW and will start  im- 
mediately  to fill his  time with some- 
thing constructive. 

He will  have ceased to  be im ressed 
by  the successes of others. $e will 
now know that  he  can achieve happi- 
ness only  through  his  own efforts. And 
when he  has achieved the things that 
he  really has wanted  for himself, he 
will no longer try to esca e the respon- 
sibility that  they  bring R im,  by  mak- 
ing excuses that  he  is a  failure. 

He will  have realized that  he  has 
achieved  success in proportion, and his 
ego will not  disintegrate if nobody 
seems to recognize his accomplishment. 
His self-respect will not dro at the 
slightest ill  wind that  ma  flow his 
way. In  other words, he wi% not allow 
himself to be easily  thrown  out of bal- 
ance. 

A sense of humor is a  quality one 
needs to cultivate as a protective prin- 
ciple for  the personality. A human 
being  should learn to laugh  at  him- 
self, and also be  able to take it if others 
lau h at him. The alcoholic who laughs 
at  fnnself today  has  attained  the  re- 
laxation  for which he thought  he 
needed  alcohol yesterday. With this he 
ac uires an  inner knowledge, and  an 
un B erstanding of his  limitations. He 
must use direct action in strengthening 
his weaker points, but needs also to 
learn  to accept his  limitations in cer- 
tain activities, after he  truly realizes 
that  he cannot change them. He will 



not  pretend that his  frailties are not 
there. but  learns  to  make  the best of 
them: 

In  having  attained  his balance, a 
neurotic  will  have  learned  to be him- ~~. ~~ 

self and  not  a copy of someone else. 
He will have stopped trying to achieve 
happiness in  someone  else’s manner; 
but instead, will direct his action into 
being ha py  in his own particular  way. 
He will L o w  too that  hap iness is not 
based on hurting  any  thir a person. He 
will have  learned to be roud of all 
the constructive things 5, at  he  has 
mana ed to  do in his life. Also, he will 
have yearned how  to  endure construc- 
tive criticism. 

He has stopped dreaming of things 
out of his  immediate  reach. He knows 
that  time  must be  allowed to achieve 
one’s aspirations and  he  starts con- 
structive  action into getting what  he 
wants. 

The Matara Oatlook 
The rehabilitated person  knows the 

whys  and hows of frustration. Where 
it starts? what it does? and  where it 
leads to? He attempts to avoid frustra- 
tions by  starting  with easier goals to 
conquer or  from  the bottom up  and  as 
hi h as his very best efforts and luck 
wiyl permit him. If the  thing  that  he 
seeks cannot be immediately achieved, 
then  he  may seek a  substitute that  can 
lead  to  similar satisfaction until the 
time is right  for  the  thing  that he  real- 
ly  wants.  Conquest is realized little 
by little,  as  enthusiasm keeps in touch 
with opportunities  for  learning  new 
and exciting  things that come  along. 

All efforts in rehabilitation  have an 
end to  obtain  and that includes the 
building up of the “ego.” In  the alco- 
holic the ego is always weak, in  s ite 
of the mask he  usually wears so &at 
people may not become aware of his 
true feelings. With  the build-up of the 
“ego,” maturity becomes a  reality. 

Mature emotions, feelings, and think- 
ing  are  the forces that bind  peo le  to 
people, without  depriving  them o!their 
individuality. Involved here is respon- 
sibility and respect for  others as well 
as for oneself; this includes certain 
tolerance  for one’s failings and those 
of others. 

A mature outlook  on life teaches that 
circumstances in themselves will not 
make eople happy or unhappy, It all 
depenis  on  the  way  we react. Alco- 
holics must come to  fully realize that 
whatever circumstances bring their 
way, they  are  trained to react  to it in 
a  mature  manner.  They  can  then  nev- 
er again become  victims to  neurotic 
feelings-inferiority, frustration, and 
alcohol  craving. 

When emotional maturit  has been 
attained,  a person can real iy y say  that 
he has become an ADULT. When peo- 
ple become adults  they  have  learned  to 
control their emotions instead of letting 
their emotions  control them,  even 
though the process may have  been 
gradual in replacing childhood‘s out- 
look. A realishc  understanding of prob- 
lems and  faith in the power of an 
inner  nature will  enable one to  direct 
himself into  a  life of stability and 
happiness. 

V A V  

ROSICRUCIAN INITIATIONS 
PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia Benjamin  Franklin Lodge, 1303 W. Girard Ave. 

Ninth  Temple Degree  initiation-December  13  at 
3:OO p.m. 

ILLINOIS,  Chicago Nefertiti Lodge, 2539 N. Kedzie Aye.  Ninth  Temple 
Degree initiation-November 22 at 3:OO p.m. 
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By MAX SCHWARZ, I?. R. C-of Germuny 

I T was in 1908 when thinking. You may 
as  a boy of  on1 think  materially,  non- 

teen  years I ma e the emotionally, as does the 
acquaintance of Dr. mathematician.  This 
Franz  Hartmann, Ger- kind of thinking often 
many’s then foremost  leads  us into  errors  and 
mystic. This meeting destruction. I, therefore, 
occurred in Danzig, prefer the  emotional  
where was  located at wa of thinking. Biologi- 
that  time one of the  caJy speaking, emotions 
most prospering lod  es 
of the  meoso hical 80- 

are   several   hundred 
times older and,  there- 

ciety. mougE  my re- fore, much  more devel- 
tentive  faculty is by  no oped than  our  human 
means above the average, eve g  faculty of thinking. It is safer  for us 
concerning the  unique ersona Th“ ity of to rely  on  our emotions, in their high- 
that great  man is still frest  in  my mem-  est expression, than  on  our intellect 
ory. The  fact  that  he produced such which  may lead us astray,  through 
an indelible impression upon  me was, faulty reasoning. The emotional kind 
I think,  due to a  startling and  embar- of thinking, however, leads us to truth 
rassing inconsistency, at least  to  me, be- and peace of mind. In its highest form 
tween his outward appearance  and his emotmnal  thinking is rapture, is su- 
true nature. 

When I saw him  for the first  time, “Never  shall I forget those wonder- 
he a peared to be a man  in  the  prime ful hours I was fortunate  enough to 
of I&, about  fifty  years old. His ruddy spend in  the company of Madame Bla- 
face seemed to give  proof of his being vatsky in Madras,” said Hartmann. 
in the best of health. One might  take “Sometimes she was  seated in an  arm- 
him to be a  retired officer. All of these chair utterly motionless, in a  kind of 
im ressions,  however, were false. He trance.  At such times she was  instructed 
ha B never been a soldier,  was now by invisible adepts. I sensed their pres- 
near1 seventy years of age, and  ap- ence, overwhelmed by  a feelin so ex- 
proacLng  the time of his death. Being alted, so august, so holy, that ! am at 
well proportioned, he seemed to be tall- a loss how to describe it. A veil  was 
er. He was of medium  height. drawn  from  my eyes, and I was  blessed 

I was fortunate  enough  to  listen to to have  a look into  a world infinitely 
several of his meta  hysical  lectures superior  to ours.” 
@veri at  the lodge. &I at  he said was A listener at some distance, who 
mcompatible  to how he said it. He could hear Dr. Hartmann’s voice, but 
never exhibited the slightest emotional was unable  to  understand  what he said, 
feelin  He s oke in a  tone  uncon- would  be sure  to  think he was talking 
cernek aloof, B etached, and dispassion- about  trivialities. The  incongruity be- 
ate, as though he were discussing an tween  the  tone of his words and  what 
arithmetical roblem of little account. they  meant was highly perplexing. Con- 

Never sha% I forget what  he once siderin the somewhat monotonous  wa 
The told us about thinking  and feeling. He  he  spofe, one  would  suppose  his adI 

dresses  would have  a  rather tedious ef- 
RosicrucMn “”We experience the world through  fect on his audience. But strangely, 
Digest the medium of our senses. Moreover, that was not  the case. He was a most 
November we  have some reasoning power, and we  fascinating orator. To this day I am 
1953 have emotions. There  are  two  ways of unable to explain how he  managed to 
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cast  a  mesmeric spell over  those who 
listened to  him. Was it the  superiority 
of his  strong  personality? Was it the 
crystal  clarity of his  arguments? Was 
it the  fact that he gave  ex ression to 
one’s vague and  hazy  ideas7 I do not 
know.  But this I do  know: as long as 
he was speaking his audience  was spell- 
bound. 

From  infancy I had been taught to 
talk  to my elders in a  friendly  way at 
all times. I was sick of being continu- 
ally admonished to be kind  and  friend- 

mann,  regard them as  genuine occult 
facts, and, if so,-why?” 

My rather captious  question  caused a 
erceptible tenslon within  the audience. 

&he  question in itself  was a  brazen ef- 
frontery. I was fully  aware of that 
even at  that time. Everybody strained 
for his reaction. Without evlncing the 
slightest symptoms of being annoyed, 
Dr.  Hartmann answered: 

There  are  many people who  regard 
Madame Blavatsky as an imposter. I 
do  not  blame them. No one of them  has 
seen  what I have witnessed. If the  had 
seen  even a tiny fraction of w at I 
have seen, they would stop maligning 
her. One feels absolutely certain that: 
if the occult phenomena Madame Bla- 
vatsky roduced were  nothing else but 
the  tricfs of a dexterous magxian,  she 
might  have  easily  earned fabulous rich- 
es as the world‘s  most outstanding  il- 
lusionist, However,  we have  known her 
living from hand to mouth,  poor as Job, 
often  without  a  penny to bless herself 
with. No! she was  not  a  fraud.  All 
of us who have  known her  inQmately 
agree that  there was  not a vestige of 
a  mountebank  about  her.  Nor  was  she 
a  saint.  She  never claimed to be the 
Blessed Perfection. I was  not blind to 
her  faults and shortcomings;  nobody 

was. On the other  hand, she  proved 
herself to be  much  greater and more 
perfect than  any  other  human being I 
came across in all my life. And only 
that is of consequence to me. The  sun 
is  full of huge spots.  Do  you  disdain 
it for that reason?  Or do ou look to the 
sun as the source of all Efe in spite of 
its spots? Well, what about Goethe? He 
made  a  lot of mistakes  which, I am sure, 
none of our  minor oets would have 
committed. In spite orhis shortcomings, 
Goethe  was immensely superior to those 
who would not commit  such  mistakes. 
Just think of’that, my youn  friend.” 

While speakin to  the au!ience, Dr. 
Hartmann seemed to take  no co izance 
whatever of me  as an indivi CY ual. He 
conveyed the impression to  his  listeners 
that  he was  interested in facts of eter- 
nal importance, but  that individuals 
did not  mean  much  to him. His last 
sentence,  however, was different; it was 
spoken to  me direct1 and  that  in such 
a way  that it soundepto  me as if he  had 
said, “Put  that in your  pipe  and smoke 
it, you cocky  brat!” 

I felt  deeply ashamed.  Even  now, 
forty-five years  later, I can but think 
of Dr. Hartmann  as  the  man who  once 
taught  me  a  painful lesson. 

It was in the  city of Bremen that I 
happened to see Dr.  Franz  Hartmann 
for the last time. At  that time, in the 
year 191 I, if my memory serves me 
right,  there was an International Con- 
gress of Theosophists in Bremen, the 
then  center of the Theosophical  Move- 
ment in  Germany. The  number of the 
members of the Bremen  Lodge of The- 
osophists ran  up to almost  one hundred. 

As  long as  the Congress lasted, for 
three or four  days  running,  there  were 
daily several columns about Dr. Franz 
Hartmann  in Bremen’s  newspapers. 
Hundreds of inhabitants of Bremen saw 
him and  heard  him  lecture; thousands 
read  about  him. He was  the  central 
figure of that Congress, the topic of the 
day.  That Theosophy, in its  original 
form, had become a fast-growing  move- 
ment in Germany, was greatly  due  to 
the energetic interest of Dr.  Hartmann. 
Now, here in  Bremen, his lifework 
reached  its  culmination point. A few 
months  later he passed into  transition. 
His work was done. 

And  now?  Today the Bremen  Lodge 
of Theosophists consists of only  a  few 
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members. I happen to know all of 
them. Not  one of them  has seen Dr. 
Hartmann, not one of them  has  ever 
heard  that  there  had been in 1911 a 
Theoso hical Congress in Bremen. To 
think g a t  Dr. Hartmann is now an al- 
most  forgotten man  in  Germany makes 
me sad. But I am sure  that if he knew 
that,  he would  not mind at all. His 
was a  rich life, and  he did his part. 

- 
Note: Franz  Hartmann, M.D.,  was the  author 
of An Adventure among the  Rosicruciam 
(1887); The Life and Doctrines of Jacob 

initiated  into  the Rosicrucian  Order (AMORC) 
Boehme;  Paracelsus, and  other works. He was 

the Rosicrucian  Metaphysical  University that 
at Basle, Switzerland. It was in the  library of 

he fist  met  Madame  Blavatsky,  daughter of 
a  German  nobleman,  who  was  devoting  her 
life  to  the promotion of occult science. He be- 
came her personal physician.-EmTon 

V A V  

PAGEANT OF THE ROSE 
Two  orders of Pageant of the Rose have  already been sold out. This  unique book 

which is gaining  such  popularity  all  over  the  world will make an especially  fine 
Christmas-book gift. 

Between its covers lies  a  story of bravery, of romance, of rivalry and  companion- 
ship. In  almost  every  great  event  since the  dawn of history, the rose  has  played an 
important  part, side by side with  the characters  involved. In the chapter on Symbolism 
and  Mysticism,  mention is made of the rose’s place in Rosicrucian  history, an inclusion 
which  lends special interest  to the  student of Rosicrucian  philosophy. The added  ref- 
erences  concerning  the rose in Christian literature make this a  most  appropriate 
present at this  Christmas season. 

By special  arrangement  with  the  author,  Jean  Gordon,  and  the  publishers of her 
book, Studio-Crowell,  we are able  to  offer this work  to our readers. The price is only 
$5.00  (E1/15/9 sterling),  postpaid.  Place this item on your Christmas  order  list  and 
mail to: 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY  BUREAU 
Rosicrucian Park  San Jose, California 

Stamped in Gold 

SOMETHING NEW 
These  attractive, black leatherette  identification 

folders  make an ideal  Christmas gift. Soft  and 
pliable,  with  a  plastic window-pocket, they show off 
your  membership  credentials  to  their best advantage. 

Stamped in gold on the inside leaf are  the symbol 
of the Order  and the  initials, A. M. 0. R. C. 

A schedule  for  periods of contact with  the Cathe- 
dral of the Soul is included  with the folder.  Send 
for one or more of these  before  the  Christmas  rush. 
Price postpaid, only $1.00. Order  from 

ROSICRUCIAN  SUPPLY  BUREAU 
Rosicrucian Park,  San Jose, California, 

1953 
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Living Creatively 
By CPL. FAISEN PEIRCB, F. R. C. 

HERE do we stand in life? 
Every  day  we  make de- 
cisions that will affect not 
only us but also our chil- 
dren, and  their children. 
Momentous  questions 
arise, making many  im- 
portant topics. The  time 
for decision is now. Are 

we to hide  our heads from  the  reality 
around us? Or are we to play  the  man 
and bravely  face the condihons in an 
attem  t  to  transmute  the sordid  ones 
into &e abundant  life  we would  seek? 
- e v e n  as  a  potter takes a piece of life- 
less clay, kneads it, adds to it a  part of 
himself, and  then from the firing  kiln 
brings forth  a faultless work of art? 

How  are these  miracles  accomplished? 
Merely by  someone  seeing possibilities 
in  what others  might conslder to be but 
dirt at  their feet. And therein  we find 

to  the creative life. We find that  the 
a  clue as to  our  manner of attaining 
so-called men of genius are, in  truth, 
those  who  have  accepted the inescapable 
fact of the conditions around  them, and 
having seen their otentialities, have  re- 
fused  to be  bouncf by  outward  appear- 
ances. They  rearrange conditions and 
situations  into  new  patterns, by  the 
profitable use pf their God-given cre- 
ative power of Imagination. 

Certain it is that not all of us can 
The become great  artists  or sculptors, who 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  capture  on  canvas  eternal  tmths, or 

carve  them  into  imperishable stone, but 
Digest no one is being  prevented to convert 
November a  drab, humdrum existence into  a life 
1953 of joy which  continually gives thanks 
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unto  its  Maker for the privilege of liv- 
ing  and of serving  others, 

As has been intimated  there  are sev- 
eral  keys in the above illustration of 
the  otter  and  the cla the under- 
s taning of which will Zilp us to  un- 
lock the gates to creative living. 

To begin with, the potter did not 
curse the  dirt  at his feet and com lain 
about his lot. He thanked God gr it 
and,  starting  where he was, made the 
most of what  he had. The motion  pic- 
ture So Dear to M y  Heart brought  out 
the  fact that  what  you lack is not  as 
important  as  what you have  to  start 
with. Philosophers have said that  the 
journey of a  thousand miles  begins with 
just  one step. You have  your choice 
of going in  any direction, but you must 
start  from  where you are now. 

The cultivation of a deep  apprecia- 
tion of beauty, and to discover It in  the 
common things of life, is our  next  key 
if we  would enter  the world of creative 
living. Perhaps  the best wa  to develop 
this  faculty  is  to conscious s y seek out 
and appreciate the highest  beaut 
of nature. Some  evening, as t r h a t  e rays 
of the  sun cast a colorful glow  over 
Mother  Earth, be there  to  enjoy it. 
What  are  your other opportunities?- 
a walk along  a  twisting  mountain path 
to a  cabin in the  clearin or a  solitary 
stroll through  a  moonft garden, or 
even the sound of a soft wnd  in  the 
trees to  impress you with  the  harmony 
Of nature  and to arouse  responses with- 
ln ou. Also, have you ever  taken  a 
wali  at dawn  through  a dew-laden 
meadow and experienced there the 



thrill of the rising sunl-even as the 
dew  goes awa so can  your doubts and 
fears.  And wcat has done it? The joy 
and strength of the appreciated beauty 
of everyday life. 

Often,  ugliness is but  the mask  be- 
hind  which  beauty hides. Those who 
see have  a duty  in bringing  to  light 
the loveliness for others to see. 

Love of life constitutes the creative 
talent.  Having once started  toward  a 
definite goal, and having developed the 
appreciation that  true beauty is  every- 
where  to be  found,  we are ready  for 
the  final key, and  in  man ways the 
most important one-the i? ove of our 
work. In  our illustration, the potter 
worked with  the shapeless  mass, not 
ho elessly nor in despair. He  ut him- 
se$ into it, usin his whole se P f in the 
attainment of  t%e ideal. He worked 
with love. 

Kahlil  Gibran states in T h  Prophet: 
Concerning our working with love, 

“If you  bake without love, ou bake a 
bitter  bread that feeds but Kalf  man’s 
hunger. . . , If you cannot work with 
love,  go to the gates of the tem le  and 
ask alms of those  who  work wi2 love.” 
We need to take  a wholehearted in- 
terest in our work and give our  very 
best to whatever task is ours to do. If 
we  have  found love in  our work, we 
have the final key, but we must also 
give thanks  for  the  opportunity to 
serve. 

Work  with  the knowledge that  the 
success of your  plans is assured. Visual- 
ize in your mind’s eye, clearly and in 
detail, the end  which  you seek. Start 
to work immediately, if only in a 
small  way, to bring  it  to pass, and con- 
tinue in  the spirit of Love and Service. 
Work  with  your whole  being toward 
that goal, and  all  the forces of the 
Universe will come to aid you in your 
tmly creative living. 

V A V  

OHRAB H. BATLIVALA of 
Bombav. India ,   s ta tes  

COI 

Deared in the Rosicruci& 
3igest-Julyy 1952: 41 This phenomenon has 

been  observed to recur in 
nnection with Mohammed  also,  be- 

sides its  recurrence in  the case of Jesus 
and Moses. In fact, this 40 mysterious- 
ly connects all  the  three  main Semitic 
creeds, Judaism,  Christianity, and Is- 
lam. Regarding  Mohammed, worth 
noting  are the instances following: 

40 ears  after  the crowning of 
khosrav I, the  then  ruling 
monarch, was born  Moham- 
med. 

40 years  after the death of Maz- 
dak, the last receding claimant 
to prophet #I ood, was born 
Mohammed. 

40 is  the numeric  value of M, the 
initial  letter of the  name of 
Mohammed. 

40 years  was  the age of his first 

wife  Khadijah at the time of 
her  marriage  with Mohammed. 

40 years was his a  e  when his 
individual prophe%ood was an- 
nounced by Mohammed. 

40 years  his  junior in age was 
Ayesha, the  only virgin to 
marry Mohammed. 

40 were  the ori ‘nal divisions of 
the Qur’an, $e  book revealed 
by Mohammed. 

40 years after  the crowning of 
Khosrav 11, died  Mohammed. 

40 Anno  Hegira is the  year  when 
ended the ecclesiastical rule of 
the first four Caliphs, who 
were  the companions and  im- 
mediate successors of Mo- 
hammed. 

40 years after  her husband, died 
Maimunah. the last surviving. 
widow of Mohammed. 

40 decades and a thousand years 
end together, of the announce- 
ments of the prophethoods of 
Jesus and Mohammed. 

40 enerations  separate  this age 
from  the  age of Mohammed. 
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By CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme  Secretary 

T HROUGHOUT man’s 
history of think- 

ing, hiloso hy and 
metapi sics Kave been 
basicafiy  concerned 
with  the ability to 
come to a complete 
understanding of what 
constitutes the “real.” 
The  early philosophers 
preceding the Golden 
Age of philosophy in 
Greece set about to ex- 
plain  that which  is 
real  through an anal- 
ysis of the physical 
universe  about  them. 
They offered various 
theories and worked 
out logical  hilosophies 
which eac K in its  way  attempted to ex- 
plain  how one thing  was  the source of 
all  other things. Earth, fire, air,  and 
water  were considered as elements and 
upon occasion were  each assigned the 
category of being the final reahty.  Each 
element  was considered, by  one  or more 
of the  early philosophers, as being the 
basis of all  that exists.  Some men  were 
not satisfied with  such  material ex- 
planation. Plato, for example,  found 
reality in the world of ideals. He Con- 
sidered the physical world as an 
illusion and not to be taken  into con- 
sideration when  we seek the final or 
ultimate  thing  having  the  highest  value 
and being  the one principle upon  which 
all else can stand. 

No philosophy  advanced by  man has 
yet been successful in answering the 
question of ultimate reality. The search 
for reality goes on; it goes on through 
the individual’s attempt to fit himself 
into  the  circumstances  which constitute 
his environment.  This  environment  is  a 

The  complex thing: it  is  a location in terms ~~~i~~~~~~~ of space  and  time; it is also a conce t 
in terms of mind. Man finds himsJf 

Digest where  he is. His circumstances may 
N o ~ m b e r  be satisfactory; they  may not. It is 
1953 true  that most men consider  themselves 
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in  an unsatisfactory 
position and  the result- 
ant state of dissatisfac- 
tion and  unrest is the 
mot iva t ing   ower  
which drives t iem on 
to the accomplishment 
which  now constitutes 
the composite of all 
those thmgs we call 
civilization. 

However, with  the 
increase of the accom- 
plishments of civiliza- 
tion, the  thinkin  man 
is still dissatisfief. The 
individual  who  has the 
tendency  toward phil- 
os0 hical thought   is  
s t&  a t tempting  to  

reach  ultimate  reality;  he  is still try- 
ing to decide  what,  above all, constitutes 
the  final  value  which  man  should seek 
and  attain. The  true philosopher still 
asks: What is real beyond all  other 
things? What is the  reality  that seems 
to be just beyond the reach of con- 
sciousness but  et tempts man to con- 
stantly extend &s efforts toward it? 

As the  early Greek  philoso hers 
reached  out into  the  matenal  woxd  to 
find their answers, so many  other  men 
have  reached out, away from  them- 
selves, to find what  may be found 
nearer at hand.  The  attempt to attain 
and comprehend  reality does not lie in 
the  external world  but  must  be  made 
through  the realization of self and  the 
further realization of the fact that self 
expresses  itself in the present. Self  ex- 
ists “now.” 

The Past and tAe Future 
Oyr  entrance  into  the philosophy of 

time  requires our immediate  under- 
standing of time as a  measurable thin 
it  is  an existent material entity whic % 
sets apart  the gaps in our consciousness 
and  puts  these gaps into  convenient 
intervals. There is no  extension of time 
from any point in  the  material world 



to any point outside the world of phe- 
nomena.  Reality  and  eternity are  en- 
twined in their existence; they function 
simultaneously in the present. r C N ~ w ”  
is the  only  element of time  which  has 
real  meaning  that exists in conscious- 
ness and  in fact. We conveniently di- 
vide  time into  three  fundamental  units 
-past, present, and  future. In this 
arbitrary division,  we find that  the 
unreality of time called the past exists 
only in terms of recognition and  mem- 
ory; it exists only as we re roduce in 
consclousness expenences w%ch have 
previously  been  ours or someone  else’s. 
In other words, the past  is not real; it 
is  only  a  mental function. It is the 
state ,we call memory within  our own 
consclousness. 

Just  as  the ast is  only  a conscious 
event in minx so the  future has  a 
similar  ualit . The  future is mental 
imagery%aselupon memory  and hope, 
or in some  cases, on  fear.  We  conjure 
up  our  future as  we  wish it to be  or 
as we fear it  may be. It is no  more of 
an existing entity  than  is  any  other 
fleeting thought  that  may occupy our  
fancy for a  moment. Our first ste to 
the  attainment of reality  is  our  obgga- 
tion to realize that  the only  time of 
which  we  can be  conscious is L‘now”’ If 
anything has  reality  and  thereby  mani- 
fests meaning  and value, it must exist 
in  the “now.” In the  vague recollec- 
tions of our  minds  or in  the idle fancy 
of our daydreams,  there is little or no 
reality  except  that of self-consciousness 
which in the  normal human being is 
continuous.  Such  mental  function as is 
contained in our recollection and  day- 
dreams is simply the uncoordinated 
thinking of our objective minds. 

Much of  man’s history is veiled in 
myth  and story. To study  the  mytholo- 
gy of peoples of various periods, 
and times, is to reveal how  muc Elaces, man 
has  incorporated  into different methods 
his true thinking, his ideals, and his 
aspirations. In  many simple. m , 
there  are persistent stories whch $hs ave 
as an incident  the fact that something 
was left behind-the rabbit loses his 
tail as he  barely escapes a  trap;  a bird 
loses  some feathers as it esca  es an 
enemy.  Different fables thus il P ustrate 
that  the  thing  that is of most  value- 
which in the case of these stories is life 
itself”cou1d  be  saved only by letting 

something else  go. The rabbit  did  not 
need his tail as much as his life; the 
tail symbolized those  extraneous  things 
that were  not essential to his complete 
life. In  the New Testament,  Jesus tells 
a story that has as its crux  the  fact 
that  “it is easier for  a  camel to go 
through  the  eye of a needle, than  for 
a  rich  man to enter  into  the kin dom 
of God.” Here is the same mytho!!ogy; 
the  rich  man  must be willing to leave 
something behind. In this case, ma- 
terial ossessions were  to be left  behind 
if higter values were  to be compre- 
hended and reality recognized. 

The meaning of time is also subtly 
revealed in myths  and allegory. Man 
has  always placed great  emphasis on 
time  and its effects on his mode of liv- 
ing. Actually, as  has  alread been 
stressed, time  is  transient a n i  those 
wise enough to understand  its  true  na- 
ture  have found  mythology replete 
with illustrations of time’s  lack of per- 
manence. Man’s struggle with  the hmi- 
tations of time and his experiences in 
arriving at a realization of the difficul- 
ties of understanding  reality in terms 
of the present are told in story  form. 
Among  those stories are similar inci- 
dents  repeated in many different forms. 

riding or w a L g  between two dan- 
One, for exam le, is reference to a man 

y positions. In  a  fai tale, we 
ave  read of a  knight as Teing in a 

position where  he  had  to pass between 
chained  dragons or between swords 
that reached  out into his path  from 
either side. Another  modification of the 
same  idea  is the forcin of an indi- 
vidual to make his way Bough  a  nar- 
row crevice where rocks pour down 
from  each side. 

The falling rocks or  the  other  dan- 
gerous impediments in the  passage rep- 
resent man’s  belief and his misplaced 
confidence in  the erroneous idea that 
the  past  and the  future can be of more 
service to him  than  is  actually possible. 
This symbolism portrays  that  man in 
his effort to truly discriminate  among 
values and to ain  an  understanding of 
reality finds &at the  true path to un- 
derstanding  and the realizing of the 
potentialities of the present is a  hard 
path to  follow. These  same stories fur-  
ther symbolize  how man is given  a 
difficult problem of avoiding the plac- 
ing of undue  emphasis  on  the  weight 
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of the past  and  the  future  while  he 
must  struggle  with  the present. 

If man solves the roblem of reality, 
it will be through &e realization that 
on1 by facing  himself in  the resent 
is <e able to throw off the sRackles 
that bind  him. The falling rocks, the 
narrow passage, or  the swords which 
stood in his way, are  the symbols of the 
past and  the  future,  the  reliance upon 
which  constantly and consistently 1m- 
pedes his progress. 

Many other concepts and  illustra- 
tions which  represent the teachings of 
the  ancient mystics might be  used as 
symbols to further illustrate these and 
many similar ideas. All of these stones 
and  myths have grown out of man’s 
attempt  to preserve  one important  fact 
-that  is, that eternity,  reahty, and  the 
present are  the same, but  the are as 
difficult to realize as being $e same 
as  were the physical incidents difficult’ 
to accom lish in  the myths which sym- 
bolized t K ese ideas. Therefore, one  les- 
son that  man must learn is to pIace 
value  on the present and to be able to 
conscious1  discriminate in conscious- 
ness the  Jfference between the  imper- 
fect fleeting ideas of memory, the  idle 
dreams of the future, and  the  actual  and 
more pressing  demands of the  present. 

The Circle’s Center 

sight of the fact that  the kingdom of 
For man to evolve, he must never lose 

God is  within  man,  that  there exists 
within the force of life itself all  that 
constitutes the  attributes of God and 
all  that is of true value and real  worth. 
Life and  its accompaniment of mind 
and soul is the only  channel by which 
we  can become aware of this inner 
kingdom, and it is furthermore  the on1 
manifestation in which all men, regardI 
less of their prejudice, ignorance, or 
their pride, are able to consciously per- 
ceive a  nonmaterial value, a  value 
which causes men to behave in a  man- 
ner to protect that Life  beyond  almost 
any other  thing. 

The only expression of the  Divine of 
which man can know is that which ex- 

The presses through  him as an individual. 
Rosicrucian realizes those things  which  contribute 

It is through that expression that  he 
Digest to  his awareness of the Divine-the  aD- 

~~ 

Norember preciation of beauty, the realization bf 
1953 (Continued on next  page) 
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BEATING  THE  BOUNDS 
By EDLA WAHLIN, M.A., F.R.C. 

Librarian, Rosicrucian Research  Library 

human  rights have been considered  sacred. 
WHEREVER the Mysteries  have  prevailed, 

began  to  adopt  a  settled  life  and  cultivate 
Since  the  time  when  nomadic  tribes of men 

the soil, property  rights  have also  been 
inviolable.  Landmarks  were  therefore  set 
up to  mark  the bounds between  countries 
and  states,  as  well as between  private prop 
erty.  Elaborate  boundary  stones  have  been 
found at  Tell el-Amarna, in Babylonia,  and 
in Gezer. 

It involved the violation of the  law of 
To remove  a  marker  was  a  double  crime. 

boundaries  and also constituted  a  theft. 
Early  literature therefore  carried  warnings 

landmarks,”  admonishes  AmenEmapt. “Re- 
against  this abuse. “Break  not down the 

Bible. In the “Laws”  governing  husband- 
move not the old  landmarks,  urges the 

men,  Plato,  speaking  for  Zeus, the god of 
boundaries,  warns  against  moving  land- 

immovable.” 
marks, for to do so is truly “to move the 

In ancient Rome a  sacred  festival,  called 
the  Terminalia,  honoring  Terminus,  the 
Roman  god of boundaries,  was  celebrated 

their  lands  met,  to  prevent any  shifting of 
annually.  The owners  built an  altar  where 

the  landmark  and  to  keep  peace in the 
neighborhood. 

Christian rite, celebrated  with processions 
Ultimately  the  Terminalia became  a 

and  supplications,  establishing  the bounds of 
the parish.  Around  this  practice,  which be- 
came  widespread,  there  grew up  a  variety 
of curious customs. “Beating  the bounds,” a 
popular way of impressing  small boys to 
respect  property  rights,  was  achieved by 

head  against  the ground or the boundary 
holding  a boy upside down and  banging his 

stone. 



good-all those things  which  tend to 
the u building of character, come 
througg this one channel-that  is, the 
inner self of the individual. Through  it, 
one may know God; one may  attain 
the  m stic’s aspiration to become  one 
with clbd, not  at some distant time and 

ace, but in the immediate  present 
ecause “now”  is the  only  tune  in 

which  for man there  is reality. 
Existence is like a circle, the circum- 

ference of which  represents the con- 
tinuance of time. Tune goes on and 
on;  and as Ion as man gauges his ac- 
tion and thoug%t by  it,  and judges his 
values in terms of time, the circle is 
unending. The circle symbolizes the 
concept of eternal  recurrence in which 
man is believed to be  bound to a con- 
stant  recurring  cycle  until  by his own 
recognition of the  true being of the 
Divine nature  within himself, he is able 
to release himself from  continual  mani- 
festation of this  recurring condition. 

In the  teachings of Buddha,  we find 
this same principle presented-that 

E’ 

man must so raise his consciousness  to 
the level of his own inner self that  he 
is eventually released from the ever- 
unending cycle of rebirth.  For  man to 
attain  reality  and to understand the 
concept of eternity, he  must return to 
the  center of the circle. If we draw a 
circle,  we first  place the compass at  the 
center  and  then fill in the  circumfer- 
ence. The center indicates the real, 
the self. If we return  to  the center- 
to that which holds the key to eternity 
-we ma then, within ourselves,  see 
and be a b e  to recognize the  ultimate 
reality, the final ends that have  been 
ordained to  be  accomplished. When 
man can, as a spectator, witness the 
passage of time, lscerning its  real  pur- 
pose and manifestation-which has 
value  only in the present-and learn 
the lessons which hs experiences teach 
him, at  the same time finding strength, 
courage, and  trust  from  the  absorption 
into consciousness of the  Infinite ower 
that is within  him,  then  he wil P have 
attained peace of mind,  or  the  ultimate 
Nirvana of the Buddhists. 

V A V  

A CORRECTION, PLEASE 
The two  full-page  photographs in the October issue of the Digest carried the 

wrong  captions. So that you may  have  a correct  description of the  Egyptian  ruins 
pictured  there, we are offering the following: 

The frontispiece,  captioned Where A Queen Ruled, should  read: 
ANCIENT SANCTUARIES 

These  stone  portals  lead to sanctuary  chambers in the  great Temple of Luxor, 
Upper  Egypt, on the east  bank of the Nile. Luxor was lilre a  pantheon,  a  temple 
dedicated  to various gods thmugh  the centuries of its  existence. Some were  primi- 

would enter these  chambers  for  meditation. Initiatory  rites  were often  held in 
tive in concept;  others  were  symbolic of profound  mystical  meaning. Devotees 

the adjacent  great  open courts. 

The back illustration,  captioned Ancient Sanctuaries, should  read: 
THE TEMPLE  ETERNAL 

A portion of the  great colonnaded hall of Karnak  Temple,  Egypt,  which  was  built 
over  a  period of 2,000 years! The magnificent  columns  which  were once beautifully 
colored  rise  to  a  height of over 79 feet.  Each of the capitals of the  columns is 

Karnak means window. The first grilled windows known  to  man  were  constructed 
capable of supporting  one  hundred  men  standing in close formation.  The  word 

in this temple.  Behind  the  temple lies the Sacred Lake. On golden  barges  which 
floated upon it,  mystery  initiations  were conducted at midnight. 
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1 x THE Rosicrucian Digest 
for June,  Andrew D. 
Coizart wrote  concerning 
“Human  Calculating  Ma- 
chines.” Many readers 
expressed in te res t   bu t  
none will be  more  inter- 
ested in this “echo” than 
Mr. Coizart himself. The 

reason is that  a present-day  “Ready 
Reckoner” is right now causing  a sen- 
sation in Nigeria, West Africa. 

Do you  remember that Mr. Coizart 
wrote that “as  a rule, education  has 
nothing to do with the development of 
this extraordinary  faculty”?  According 
to a  newspaper  account ap  earing in 
the West African Pilot of fagos, Ni- 
geria, and sent to us by  Frater 0. 
Oloyede, the boy is fifteen years old, 
has  had  very  little schooling, and  can 
calculate within  a  few seconds the 
number of months, days, and  minutes 
constituting 51 years. This  he does, as 
we  used to say, in his head,  performing 
multiplications of four figures faster 
than  an expert  can put  them  on  paper. 

Another  Nigerian  member, Frater 
Ebere  Ugwuanya, also has  written 
about this boy,  Zebero  Kano: “I did 
not quite believe  stories about him  at 
first, but  yesterday I met him  for  the 
first  time at  the Famous  Kaduna  Junc- 
tion-the  busiest railway station in Ni- 
geria. A great crowd surrounded  him 
while he amazed  everyone  with his ex- 
traordinary ability. In each one of at 
least twenty cases,  his answer  came in 
less than two minutes. I had my wrist 
watch  with me. I observed that Zebero 

The worked out his answers  with his eyes 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  tightly  shut  and  that  he hit his right 
Digest temple  with his right  palm  while in- 
” - clinine his head  downwards  each  time 
November he wa‘s ready to announce his answers. 
1953 The same  evening I asked him to guess 
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the date of a  penny I held in  my palm, 
and  he casually called out “1947”- 
the exact  date  on the coin. I then 
asked him to tell me how many pennies 
there were in E119.  Before 5 seconds 
he  hit his temple  with his palm  and 
asked  me: ‘Are  you  ready? The  an- 
swer  is come. It is 28,560.’ 

“A  friend told me  that in 1951, 
Zebero  while visiting the  Treasury De- 

artment  at Kaduna,  was  given  a  very rang and difficult addition to work out. 
The digits of the E-column ran to a 
thousand  million  whilst the shillin s 
and pence columns were  equally &- 
cult. Zebero ran his fingers down each 
column and in less than  a  minute gave 
his answer. The addition was then 
verified with an American  adding  ma- 
chine, and Zebero was  found to be 
right  to  the last half-penny in his 
answer. 

“Zebero continued his journey to his 
home  Kano  (about  150 miles from 
Kaduna)  yesterday.  Several  commer- 
cial  ente rises have  tried to employ 
him bu t%?  has  refused their mone 
and  their jobs. He prefers travelin a 6  
over the vast country of Nigeria fem- 
onstrating his genius. He has  declined 
every offer to go  back to school, even 
though he dis lays a  marked  degree of 
inherent intek ence. For instance, a 
man wanted t o L o w  how  much would 
he  and his wife  spend in 200 days if 
they spent  19/6d  per  day.  Zebero re- 
torted, ‘Why  waste  time  saying so 
much  instead of askin  me 200 x 
19/6d‘? He  then gave t % e  answer as 
if it hadn’t  taken any thought. If Ze- 
bero asks for a  question in arithmetic 
and it isn’t forthcoming,  he proceeds to 
ask  himself questions of this nature: 
‘How many yards in 571  miles?’ He 
gives the  answer  and then asks, ‘HOW 
many inches in 571 miles?’ He  then 



multiplies  his  former  answer by 36 
and  within a minute gives the answer. 
Zebero is really a  wonder  boy.” 

V A V  
“Unquestionably, the correct attitude 

to take  toward  modern  painting is to 
look at it and  try  to understand it, 
whether  we  enjo it or not.” That was 
a  newspa ergs eAtoria1  comment on a 
recent  eAibition of paintings. As  a 
statement, it’s a trifle lugubrious; yet 
it is  true  that  we cannot  understand 
anything without  thoughtful observa- 
tion. 

Traveling exhibits representing all 
methods of workin are featured  month- 
ly in the Art Galfiery of the Rosicru- 
cian Egyptian,  Oriental  Museum. 
Streams of people  come to see.  Because 

what  their  attitude  shouldxe,  they look 
most of them  are  not  uite  certain 

without seeing; and so neither  under- 
standing  nor enjoyment results. 

A  growing few are discovering that 
art is but  life in a disguise. It is some- 
one’s realization of actuality. It may 
be  mere ersonal o inion  or it  may be 
truth to Him, and {e asks us what we 
think. We can be honest and  forth- 
right in expressing  ourselves. If we 
are  that,  we shall  never say: “I don’t 
know art but I h o w  what I like.” At 
least, we  shall look and make the ef- 
fort  to  understand before we  say it. 

Many found the exhibit of water 
colors of Richard Stephens a good place 
to begin their art study. Boats and 
water  always attract attention, and to 
most they  bring a measure of satisfac- 
tion  and enjoyment. 

V A V  
November is  as good a time  as any 

other  to  mention roses no  matter  what 
the weather  where  you  are.  Thomas Y. 
Crowell  Company thinks so anyway, 
for its recent Book News contains se- 
lected comments  over the  country  on 
Jean Gordon’s Pageant of the Rose. 
Here  are two: 

“The st0 of the rose, its origin, its 
role in m y z ,  legend, and lore, its as- 
sociation with  romance  and poetry, its 
appearance in heraldry  and  the  arts, 
its  triumphs in miracles and in religion 
in general, and  its function in cures, 
cosmetics, and cooking.  All this com- 
bines to  make a  beguiling panorama, 

enriched  with  pertinent quotations of 
poetry and prose  by authors  rangin 
from  Homer and Hafiz to Rilke an! 
T. S. Eliot, with old prints, and  with 
photographs, many  in color, of modern 
rose  gardens.  A very good-looking 
volume.”-The New Yorker. 

L‘Research and  artistry have  com- 
bined to produce the  Pageant of the 
Rose. Its photographs,  color plates, and 
drawings are excellent  reproductions 
highlighting the legends, facts, and 
treasured fables with which the book 
overflows.”-Christian Science Monitor. 

Perhaps of even  greater  interest is 
this one from  the  Miami Florida  Chap- 
ter Bulletin: 

“Qur  Sr.  Jean Gordon, after being in 
Euro e,  England, and traveling the 
l e n g i  and breadth of the U.S.A., is at 
present in La Jolla, California. Her 
rose  book, now called the Pageant of 
the Rose, is being sold through  the 
Rosicrucian Sup ly Bureau, San Jose. 
Rosicrucians  fin$ the chapter on rose 
symbolism especially fascinating.” 

No  doubt of greatest interest  will be 
this  comment  from  Jean Gordon her- 
self: 

“You may be interested in  the  inter- 
national  interest  shown in connection 
with my book, Pageant of the Rose.  A 
copy of the book was selected as being 
one of the finest ever  printed in  the 
United States and presented  to  Queen 
Ingrid personally thls  Spring. Mrs. Bliss 
of Dumbarton Oaks and Queen Eliza- 
beth  have copies. The Con essional 
Library received  one from t T e Mark 
Twain Society, 

“I have been interviewed by  Mary 
Margaret McBride, Faye Emerson, 
Emily Kimbraugh in New York, and 
the book has been  reviewed in about 
two hundred newspapers and maga- 
zines  throu  hout  the country.”-lean 
Gordon (Rify ) . 

V A V  
The bulletin of Jacob  Boehme  Chap- 

ter of Fresno,  California  contained  a 
bit of information  recently of rather 
general  interest: the establishment in 
Fresno of the ‘LCosmic TV and Radio” 
sho . This may be something new 
m&r the sun. Anyone interested can 
contact  the owner, Mr. Charles Petersen. 
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Soror  Gerry  Annette, his wife, by 
the way, is an artist of unusual  themes. 
You may read  about her work in 
“Paintings  from  another  World” in  the 
September issue of the magazine Fate. 

V A V  
Every year’s vacation  season brings 

information  about historic or out-of-the- 
wa  spots. This  year Frater  Walter H. 
Fierd  visited the Arizona site occupied 
by prehistoric Indians. Between the 
desert and  the  plateau of that  State in 
a  mountainous section are  the  natural 
sandstone caves where  one of the earli- 
est  highly-developed cultures of the 
Southwest took its rise. 

Around 400 A.D. there  were  three 
basic cultures well established in the 
Southwest: The Basket Makers in  the 
north or  plateau  area; the Mogollon 
culture in the  mountain section; and 
the Hohokam in the desert. 

Snaps and kodachrome  slides of 
“Montezuma’s Well’’ and “Montezu- 
ma’s  Castle’’ from the Verde  River 
Area  sent  by Frater Field  stir one’s 
archeological spirit  and  make  next 
year’s vacation  plans an immediately 
pleasant prospect. 

V A V  
This has  somethin to do with vaca- 

tions, too-the Gran c f  Master’s  or some- 
one else’s. A mysterious  crate filled 
with ice and  displayin  through  its 
cracks the claws of slzab 4 e  crustaceans 
arrived  on the shipping  platform at 
Rosicrucian  Park one day  early in 
September. 

It might  have been lobster; it might 
have been crab  or some other shelly 
denizen of the  briny. But that isn’t the 
mystery. The mystery is how the G.M. 
got away with it when so many  hungry 
eyes were  watching that  crate so 
constantly. 

V A V  

The perennial  problem of what  to give 
others for Christmas  hits us, one  and all. 
We  really shouldn’t make  such  a  task of it; 
the  spirit of giving  should be spontaneous  and 
natural-and  simply done. After  all,  a gift 
is but an outward  expression of an  inner feel- 
ing-a pledge of friendship. A striking card- 
a  note attached-can  carry  the  same message. 
A card  and  note are sincere,  not  gaudy  and 
flamboyant. They give the receiver  a  gift  more 
treasured than  any other token-your friend- 
ship  and good thoughts.  Those who are not 
happier  by  receiving  these, no doubt suffer 
from misplaced  values in  their search for 
well-being. 

Make many people  happier, during  the coming  holidays,  without  concern for higher 

symbol of the  Order cnme  boxed at  LAST YEAR’S PRICES: $1.50  (10/9 sterling)  for 
costs.  Send Christmas  cards! This year, our beautiful folders with  their  inconspicuous 

IO,  or $3.50  (E1/5/- sterling) for 25, postpaid. Christmas is almost  here, so don’t 
delay your order. Send  to: 

ROSICRUCIAN  SUPPLY  BUREAU 
Rosicrucian Park  San Jose, California 
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Water and Health 
By LICDO HERMOGENES RUIZ, F.R.C. 
(A translation from El Rosucruz, November 1948) 

ow easy it is to s eak of 
Wate r ,   t he  e P ement  
k n o w n  to  all  the world, 
and even to animals and 
birds. It is  the H20 of 
the chemist and  one of 
the  four principal ele- 
ments of nature,  as deep- 
ly interesting  to the sci- 

entist of toda as it was to  the sage of 
antiquity. Tze same  water  that is in 
the oceans, lakes, and rivers  can be 
found in the clouds and in the  air. It 
is in  everything.  And  we  have need 
of it always-water and more water. 
It is indispensable  to human life, as 
well as to all other  living or anisms 
and  what  is more, it is also inckpensa: 
ble to inorganic  matter,  for even  rocks 
must  contain  water. 

Just  as  the  human organism de- 
ends  upon the blood for life, so nature 

gas created and sustained water  as its 
Life’s  element.  Life cannot exist with- 
out  water. 

Sages of the past  spent  much  time 
in the  study of water. It was Thales 
of Milesia, the invincible  Greek philos- 
opher, a man of great  and vaned ac- 
tivities-financier,  engineer,  astronomer 
-who controlled the production of 
olive oil,  changed the course of the 
Halis River, and redicted the eclipse 
of 585 B.C. Thayes  often  asked the 
question: “What  is  the  primal sub- 
stance  from  which all things are 
made?” To this  he  eventually gave 
the answer, “It is water.” 

Even the  sun seems to be constantly 
absorbing water  from  the ocean. Anal- 

ysis of any solid  body always reveals 
that  water is one of its components, 
and  from this it  may be concluded that 
in nature there  is no body,  however 
solid, that does  not contain this element. 

The Hindus  have  a  great and  mar- 
velous  appreciation of water  and con- 
sider it a precious gift which nature 
has bestowed  upon the living. Thirst is 
quenched  by water, and  it is on1 
wrong customs  which  cause the child: 
little  by  little, to learn to drink  other 
things that  are inappropriate and even 
intoxicating, and  thereb to  break nat- 
ural laws. Water shoudbe drunk  even 
though we are not  thirsty so that  it 
may be used to assist the organic  mech- 
anism,  just as oil is used in machin- 
ery of iron  and steel. 

Seventy to ei hty percent of the 
weight of our bof 1s water, and since 
it is being constant6 eliminated wemust 
also constantly replace it. Thirst is a  ne- 
cessity; it is the signal of the  physical 
machine’s  need for that element which 
it lacks. We should  not fail to listen 
to that signal. The  water of our or- 
ganism is expelled by means of per- 
spiration and  urination  and by other 
ways. 

To illustrate  the  importance of the 
pores of the body, it is  told that  in  the 
festivals at Rome a child was painted 
with gold paint  to re resent  a god. 
While so encased the  ckld died, since 
the  normal  functioning of his skin  was 
interfered with. 

According to chemical analysis, per- 
spiration contains the refuse of the 
body-that is, the  harmful residue car- 
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ried away through the veins by  the 
blood in its circulation. This residue 
must  be ex  elled  before it putrefies 
within  the \ody and causes serious 
illness or disease. For this reason bath- 
ing  is indispensable, and  that is  why 
people  who bathe  frequently  are more 
vigorous and robust. It is the same with 
flowers,  which if not  watered  wither 
and die, but if bathed, or watered, 
flourish with  life  and  beauty,  brilliant 
with  the  many colors  given them  by 
the Creator. 

As the tendency of existence is to 
struggle  for life-that material ex- 
istence which for some is everything 
and for others of no importance-we 
should  obey natural laws and live 
cleanly so that we may reach an  old 
age without serious illness or deteri- 
oration, in harmony  with  the  divine 
mandates  until the last. To clarify 
this, I will  say that this  material body 
is  a wonderful  abode  constructed by 
the Su reme  Artisan  for  Himself. 
There &e  dwells while the house is 
tranquil,  healthy, pure-that is to say, 
well cared for. When this is not  the 
case, that Divine Spirit leaves and 
rises to Cosmic  regions to look for  an- 
other dwelling. 

I t  is known that  ninety percent of 
the cases of intestinal disorders, such 
as constipation and obstruction, are  due 
to  a lack of water  for purposes of di- 
gestion. For  this reason  one  needs to 

drink enough water to  flush and clear 
the intestines  during  their  rapid peri- 
staltic movement. 

Those who do  not drink  water  tend 
to become thin (some of them) ; they 
have  little blood and  are pale and ane- 
mic;  their  skin is dry  and feverish; and 
their process of perspiration  is  faulty. 
The resemble shrivelin fruit  that 
nee$ a  thorough soaking fJ efore it  can 
regain  its  original freshness. Such  peo- 
ple  permit  waste  material,  or  the or- 
ganic residue, to  gather in  the large 
intestine,  where it becomes  putrefied 
and is absorbed, resulting in bad breath, 
fetid perspiration, heavy hot urine, and 
a dry coated-tongue. It is said that 
“blood is life,” and  this is so; but it 
would  be better to say  that  water is 
life, because without it  the blood  would 
be powder. Who can afford to  deprive 
his  physical body of water? . . , 

The Hindus claim that  water is 
harmful  only  when it is  drunk while 
masticating, since it then mixes with 
the saliva and dilutes its properties. 

To summarize briefly, water is life 
and we  have shown that  all  material 
things are affected by it. Without wa- 
ter  there would be no electricity, no 
lightning  nor  thunder,  and  no clouds. 
As a poet  once said, the thunderbolt 
“cleans and purifies the heavens”; like- 
wise, water “cleans and purifies the 
body.’’ 

V A V  

THE  LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT 
Nothing is so important  to the happiness  and  success of any 

occasion  or movement as the  little things that go to make it up. 
Little drops of water cause mighty floods to  come;  and little AMORC 
seals can  bring a flood of recognition to  the Order’s work. And it 
takes so little of your  budget  and so little of your time to stamp 
these stickers  to your Christmas mail. Their bright red-and-gold 
coloring will stand  out in happy testimony to your efforts in 
spreading the true  Christmas spirit. Time is short, so order  soon.  Only 60 cents (4/4 
sterling) for a large package of 100 seals. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
Rosicrucian  Park  San Jose, California 
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ROSICRUCIAN  ASSEMBLY IN BOMBAY 
Assembled  above are members  and officers of the Bombay, India,  Pronaos of AMORC. This  small,  enthusiastic  group of 

Rosicrucians is one of similar  Rosicrucian  groups  called Pronaoi, now being  activated in every  part of the  world. The photo- 
graph  was  taken in Bombay  during  a  special  convention of the members in  that area.  Seated in the center is Dhanjishaw D. 
Patell.  Master of the Bomhav ermn. 



From  the  pages of one of the  most  fascinating  and  accurate  accounts of the 
Great  Pyramid,  comes  a  revelation of super  minds  whose  impact  upon  society 
has  been  felt  for  centuries. Wha t   wonder s  lie  hidden  in  this  vast  monument 
of s tone?   What   does   i t  telI us of the  future? 

This  account  contains  references  to  Science’s  latest  discovery,  the  hidden 
subterranean  passageways of the  Pyramid;  it  explains  their  secret  purpose. 

RELIVE T H E  GLORY OF ANCIENT  EGYPT 
in 

The Symbolic Prophecy 
od the GREAT 

By Dr. H. Spencer 

Here is a  concise  and  most  enlightening 

PYRAMID 
Lewis 

story of the  mysterious  race of 
people  who  built  the  Great  Pyramid.  It teIIs of the  mystical  purpose  behind 
its  construction-of  the  great  initiations  that  were  heId  in  its  chambers  and 
underground  passageways. 

To the  early  initiates,  the  King’s  Chamber  was  the  culmination of their 
mystical  rites.  According  to  modern  interpreters of the  pyramid’s  measure- 
ments  and  prophecies,  civilization  symboIicaIly  has  now  entered  into  the 
King’s  Chamber.  Does  this  mean  the  culmination of civihzation’s  existence 
-of its  progress  and  advancement?  Where do we go  from  here? 

No reader of this  book  can  fail  to  grasp  the  great  knowledge  possessed  by 
the  Egyptians,  not  only  as  it   was  applied  to  the  Great  Pyramid,  but  to  many 
other  magnificent  structures  as  well.  Treat  yourseIf  to  the  best-obtain a 
copy  at  once. 

Only $2.50 (17/10 sterling), including postage. 

T h e  R O S I C R U C I A N   S U P P L Y   B U R E A U  
SAN JOSE, C A L I F O R N I A  U. S. A. 



T H E  P U R P O S E  OF 
T H E  R O S I C R U C I A N  O R D E R  
and women  devoted  to  the  investigation, study,  and  practical application of natural and  spiritual 

The  Rosicrucian  Order,  existing  in  all civilized  lands,  is  a nonsectarian  fraternal body of men 

laws.  The  purpose of the  organization  is  to  enable  ail  to  live  in  harmony  with  the  creative  con- 
structive Cosmic forces  for  the  attainment of health,  happiness,  and peace. The  Order  is  inter- 
nationally  known as "AMORC'  (an  abbreviation),  and  the AMORC in America and  all  other 
lands  constitutes  the  only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one  body.  The AMORC does 
not  sell  its  teachings. It gives  them  freely  to  affiliated  members  together  with  many  other  beneflts. 
For complete  information  about  the  benefits  and  advantages of Rosicrucian  association  write a 
letter  to  the  address below,  and  ask  for  the  free  book  The  Mastery of Life.  Address  Scribe 
S. P. C.. in  care of 

AMORC TEMPLE Rosicrucian Park,  San  Jose,  California, U.S.A. (Cable  Address: "AMORCO") 

Supreme  Executive for the  Internatlonal  Jurisdictioh of North,  Central, and  South  America,  Brltish 
Commonwealth and Empire, France,  Switzerland,  and Africa:  Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.-Imperator 

D I R E C T O R Y  
AMERICAN LODGES AND CHAPTERS OF  THE A. M. 0. R. C. 

Directory  listing  Lodges  and  Chapters  in  other  countries  wlll  appear  in  the  next  issue of the  Rosicrucian 
The  following  are  chartered  Rosicrucian  Lodges  and  Chapters  in  the  United  States  The  International 

Digest.  The  American  and  the  International  directories  alternate  monthly. 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix : 
Phoenix  Chapter, 1738  W. Van Buren  St.  Harold 
0. Bowles,  Master,  Box 5142. 
Tucson: 
Dr Charles L Tomlin  Chapter 135 S. 6th Ave. 
Hirold  Wang,'Master. 1604 Senhca St. 

CALIFORNIA 
Fresho : 
Jacob  Boehme  Chapter  Ponderosa  Masonic  Tem- 
g e ,  11 San  Pablo Ave: Edith  Douglass,  Master, 

Lon  Beach** 
Abdfel  Lod 'e 2455 Atlantic Ave Arthur  Plank 
Master, lo& ' S. Paciflc  Coast  'Hwy.,  Redondd 
Beach. 
Los Angeles:' 
Hermes  Lodge 148 N  Gramercy P I  Tel  GLad- 
stone 1230. Jdhn H.' Schissler,  Maiter, '1561 S. 
Oakhurst  Dr. 
Oakland:* 
Oakland  Lodge 263 12th St  Albert A. Fink, 
Master, 134 MoGtecito Cr.,  Walnut  Creek. 
Pasadena:. 
Akhnaton  Lodge 20  N. Raymond Ave. Ralph 
C. Olsen.  Master: 689 Arden  Rd. 
Sacramento : 
Clement B. Le  Brun  Chapter I O  O.F. Bldg. 
F. C. Stanley,  Master, 2460 Cablsbad Ave. 
San  Diego: 
San  Die o Chapter, 4567 30th St.  Carl  T.  Ufen, 
Master, 5930 McCall St. 

Francis  Bacon  Lodge 1957 Chestnut  St.  Tel. 
San Francisco :* 

Vienna  St. 
WEst 1-4778. Walte; P. Lorenz,  Mast&, 80 

Stockton  Chapter, 1345 N. Madison St.  James  W. 
Stockton: 
Baker,  Master, 1624 Picardy  Dr. 

ox 1179, Riverdale. 

COLORADO 
Denver : 
Rocky  Mountain  Cha ter 1470 Clarkson  St.  Sam 
H.  Davis,  Master, 2189 E: 16th Ave. 

DISTRICT  OF COLUMBIA 
Washington: 
Geo. Washington  Carver  Chapter,  I.O.O.F.  Hall 
9th & T Sts., N. W. Bessle A. Anderson,  Master: 
824 N. Carey  St.,  Baltimore, Md. 
Thomas  Jefferson  Chapter 1322 Vermant Ave. 
N. W. Hattie H. Molz, Mister, 77 Hawaii Ave.: 
N. E.,  Apt. 201. 

FLORIDA 
Miami : 
Ave. A. E. She'phard,  Master, 'i82b S. W: 17ih  St. 
Miami Chapter  Biscayne  Tem  le 120 N W 15th 

Tampa: 
Aquarian  Chapter, 105% Zack St.  Wm. F. B. 
Clevenger.  Master, Box 402, Port  Tampa  City, 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago :* 
Nefertiti  Lodge 2539  N. Kedzie Ave. Tel.  Ever- 
g a d e  4-8627. William  K.  Sale, M i t e r ,  216 N. 

es  Plaines Ave., Forest  Park. 
INDIANA 

Indianapolis : 
Indiana  olis  Chapter, 38, N. Pennsylvania  St., 
Room &2. Rice  H.  Daws,  Master, Gen. Del., 
Arcadia. 

May Banks-Stacey  Chapter 519 S St  Joseph  St 
South  Bend: 

mouth. 
Elizabeth  Kennedy, Maste;. Rt. i, Box 24. Ply: 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore:* 
Beatrice  Spencer, Masteb, 4208 Russell Ave., Apt. 
John  O'Donnell  Lodge 301 W. Redwood St 
8, Mt. Rainier, Md. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Bostoh:* 
Johannes  Kelpius  Lodge,  Hotel  Brunswick.  Wal- 
ter A. Mascioli, Master, 35 Kennedy  St.,  Canton. 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit :* 
Kitson, Maste;,  21511 Huron River  Drive,  Rock- 
Thebes  Lodge 616 W Hancock Ave Rosalie 
wood, Mich. 
Lansin * 
Leonarjb  da Vinci Cha ter 603 S. Washington. 
Iva  Dunlap,  Master, 809 McKinley. 

YINNESOTA 
Minneapolis : 
Essene  Chapter 938 22nd Ave. N.  E.  Agnes 
Malmen, Maste;,  2522 E. 24th St. 

NEW  JERSEY 
Newark: 
H.  Spencer  Lewis  Chapter 443-445 Broad  St. 
Sylvia  E.  Kingsley,  Master, '784 Clinton Ave. 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque  Chapter 414% 2nd St. S W  Philip 
0. Voss,  Master,  Rt. 8, Box 3510, Like;iew  Road, s. w. 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo: 
Rama  Chapter 34 Elam PI. Louis  L.  Hawk. 
Master, 141 Ceiter  St.,  Holland,  N. Y .  

Sunrise  Chapter,  Masonic  Temple,  Hicksville,  L. I .  
Walter  E.  Johnson,  Master, 87 Shepherd  Lane, 
Roslyn  Heights. 
New Rochelle: 
Thomas  Paine  Chapter Masonic Temple  LeCount 
Place.  John  Hay,  Mister, 9  Clark Ct'., Larch- 
mont, N. Y .  

Long  Island: 

(Directory  Continued on Next  Page) 



New York City:' 
W.  Mueller,  Master, 3636 Greystone Ave., Apt. 
New  York  City  Lodge, 250 W. 57th St.  George 
6-N,  Bronx 63. 
Booker  T.  Washington  Chapter, 69 W. 125th St. 
Harold A. Jackson,  Master, 115 W. 121st St. 
Rochester: 
Rochester  Chapter,  Hotel  Seneca.  Mrs.  Clara A. 
Coates,  Master, 640 Winona  Blvd. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Benjamin  Franklin  Lodge 1303 W.  Girard Ave 
Philadelphia:* 

Pittsburgh:* 
Elwood  W.  Shomo, Jr.,  Mister, 6322 N. Gratz  St: 

First  Pennsylvania  Lodge, 615 W.  Diamond  St., 
N. S Lydia F. Wilkes,  Master, 1021 Lancaster 
Ave. 

OHIO EHODE  ISLAND 
Cincinnati: 
Cincinnati  Chapter, 906 Main St.,  Rm. 202. An- Roger  Williams  Chapter,  Sheraton-Biltmore  Ho- 
drew  Pulskamp,  Master, 4651 Glenway Ave. tel.  Albino L.  Beltrami,  Master, 20 Autumn  St. 

Providence: 

Cleveland  Chapter,  Masonic  Temple, 36th & Euclid  TEXAS 
Cleveland: 
Ave. Ida  L. Nelboeck,  Master, 3245 W. 100th St. Dallas: 
Columbus: Triangle  Chapter 1921% Greenville Ave. Charles 
Master,  R.F.D.' 1, Box 159, Reynoldsburg. 
Davtoh. Houston: 
Elhert 'Hubbard Chapter 15 s, Jefferson St, Houston  Chapter, Y.W.C.A. Bldg  Theodore J. 
Richard  E.  Flock,  Master,'230  Vermont Ave. Schutz,  Master, 111 Berry  Rd. 
Toledo : 
Michael Faraday  Chapter, 116% N. Erie  St. 
Phyllis L. Feeney,  Master, 2027 Elliott St. Seattle:* 
Youngstown: 
Youngstown  Chapter 301 E. Wood  St.  Gerard  Parker.  Master, 8053 Stmud Ave. 
Angelot,  Master, 145 h. Phila. Ave. Spokane: 

Helios  Chapter 697 S. Hi  h St Meredith  Osborne, T. Heatherly,  Mister, 2709 Westminister. 

WASHINGTON 

Michael Maier  Lodge,  Wintonia  Hotel.  Fred 

OKLAHOMA 
Spokane  Cha ter 12000 E  Sprague Opportunity. 
Wash. R a d  T: Sly. Master, Bo; 167, Colvill- ..^_. 

A m e n h o q   d t a p t e r ,  Rm. 318, Y.W.C.A. Bldg.  Takhoma Cha ter, 508 6th Ave. Jeanne  Fox, 
Oklahoma  Cit Tacoma: 
Joe M. addell,  Master, Box 132, Yukon, Master, 3111 5? Madison. 

Tulsa  Chapter 15 W  13th  St. E. R.  Wilks,  Mas- WISCONSIN 
Tulsa: 
ter, 628 S. Ydrktown  St. Milwaukee. 

Mueller,  Master, 216 E.  Smlth. OREGON Karnak  Ccapter, 744 N.  4th  St.,  Rm. 432. Otto 
Portland:' 
Enneadic Star Lodge, 2712 S. E. Salmon. Alan - 
Stirling.  Master, 4727 S. E. 72nd Ave. * (Initiations  are  performed.) 

Latin-American  Division 
Armando Font De La  Jara ,  F. R. C., Deputy  Grand  Master 

Direct  inquiries  regarding  this  division t o  the  Latin-American  Division,  Rosicrucian Park,  San  Jose, 
California, U. S. A. 

one of the Rosicrucian  lodges or chapters in your vicinity? By 
reference to the  Directory above, you will find that lodge or 
chapter which may be adjacent to you. There you will receive 
a true fraternal  and Rosicrucian  welcome. You may share in 
the  many privileges of a  lodge or  chapter if you are an active 
Rosicrucian member. Call or write to the address  shown and  in- 
quire about regular Convocations, and also about initiations and 
membership advantages. Such privileges are in addition to those 
which you  now enjoy as a Sanctum Member. 
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Have  you  a  motion-picture  mind?  Are your 
thoughts  a  jumble of fleeting  mental  pictures  when 
you  attempt  to  concentrate  upon  an  important  prob- 
lem of home  or  business? If you  must  read  a  para- 
graph  two or three  times to register  its  contents  in 
your consciousness,  you  have  faulty  concentration. 
Do you go through  life  lamenting, “If only I could 
remember?” 

Thousands of men  and  women  today  are  searching 
for  forgotten  hours-hours  spent in  study,  planning, 
and  preparation  for  the  higher  things of life.  These 
hours of new  ideas  and  impressions  are  now  lost to 
them  in  the  haze of a  bad  memory.  What  a  sin 
against  divinity  it  is to  be unable to retain  the  won- 
derful  sensations  brought to you  through  your God- 
given  faculties.  There  is  nothing  more  priceless  than 
perfect  memory  and  concentration. 

Saralden,  Ph. D., of the Rose-Croix University of 
Belgium,  prepared  two  easily  understood  treatises 
in book form,  entitled T h e   K e y  to  the  Art of Concen- 
tration and Memorizing. Their  practical  helpfulness 
cannot  be  denied.  They  are of inestimable  value,  yet 
they  are  ABSOLUTELY  FREE  to  all  who  desire 
them.  Just  send  in  a  ear’s  subscri  tion  to  the Rosi- 
crucian  Digest for on Iy y $3.00 (Sl/f)/5 sterling). In 
addition  these  two  treatises  will  be  sent  to  you  at 
once  without cost. Truly  this  is  an  exceptional  offer 
-a magazine for one  year  and,  Free  to  You,  these 
exceptional,  useful  works  on  memorizing  and  con- 
centration.  Send  your  request  and  subscription to: 

Is Bad Memory and  Faulty 
Concentration  Wasting 

Years of Your  Life? 

FREE-  
Two valuable  treatises  done in book form, 

tion and Memorizing. 
entitled T h e  Key to  the   Art  of Concentra- 

Book No. I-“Concentration.” 
Book No. 2”‘Memorizing.” 

Read  above for full details and send €or 
yours today. 

S A N  JOSE.  C A L I F O R N I A ,  U . 3 .  A. 




